
-we open our scene in Seattle in a preparatory high school. there 

Rebecca Cerridwyn and her friends are enjoying lunch and waiting 

for their friend Levi to show up- 

 

Becca: This stuff isn't cheese it's rat poison. 

 

Joey; Stop whining Becca 

 

Levi: tell me about it 

 

-pokes his food- 

 

Becca; There you are. 

 

Jc: I think it moved. 

 

Levi: i'm getting sugar 

 

-levi goes into the lunch room- 

 

Becca: Lucky bastard. My parents won't let me have any because of 

how hyped up i am at home. 

 

Justin; I feel sorry for them. 

 

Lance: Have any of you guys seen Chris? 

 



-levi coems back with a large pretzel with cheese and a large cookie 

and a green tea- 

 

Levi: saw him near the library 

 

Becca; I think he's still recovering from that infection he got last week 

remember? 

 

Jc: Oh yeah that rabid dog attack. 

 

-earlier in the week Chris had been walking hom one evening and had 

been attacked by a large dog. the bite had become infected nad he 

only recently has been able to come back to school- 

 

Joey: Want me to go get him? 

 

Levi: eh he seems a little foamy at the mouth 

 

Becca: FOAMY! 

 

Levi: QUIT TAKING ME SERIOUSLY! 

 

-he eats his pretzel- 

 

Becca: I like squirrels though. 

 

Levi: oh yeah THAT thing 



 

Becca; But you're right he is a little off. Didn't they give him a rabies 

shot though? 

 

-levi finishes his lunch and grasb his bag- 

 

Levi: i'll check on him. heh maybe he's a were wolf plotting to kill us 

 

-waves his fingers in becca's face- 

 

Jc: Good one. 

 

Becca; Stop it! Those things are real you know! 

 

Levi: oh now rabid werewolf save me save me! maybe i should grow 

boobs and have chris chase me shirtless, like all those hooror movies. 

 

Joey; Becca seriously stop watching all those horror moovies. 

 

Becca; Stop it Chris dosen't see me like that. 

 

-levi runs out of the cafiteria pretending to be chased and screaming 

really high pitched- 

 

inner Becca: They are real. I know it. 

 

-meanwhile- 



 

Levi: dude Chris where are you? 

 

Chris; Arg! there's got to be more information on this. 

 

Chris: Oh hey levi 

 

Levi: having truble with History again chris? juju can help you 

 

-levi leasn against teh bookshelf- 

 

Chris: It's not that it's just...ah never mind. You wouldn't understand. 

I've had a weird feeling about that dog attack and I want to know 

more about incedences like it. 

 

Levi: heard about one guy in your situtation ya know 

 

-chris looks terrible. he looks like he hasn't slept in weeks and he 

needs to shave. his eyes have also started to turn a tiny bit gold- 

 

Levi: actually know a guy 

 

Chris; Any info you can give me would really help. 

 

Levi: he got bit and they did everything to help him. one night he 

turned into a werewolf and killed his family and friends! 

 



-levi jumps at chris scaring him- 

 

Levi: *laugh* 

 

Chris: You jackass. 

 

Levi: i'm joking because there is nothing to worry about. seriously did 

they check you foreverything? 

 

Chris: Yeah. 

 

Levi: even for your taste for blood? 

 

-levi waves his finger at him- 

 

Chris: They gave me a shot for everything and what the hell!? 

 

Levi: sorry i had a cookie 

 

Chris: They said they found some trace amounts of viruses and 

bactireia but that they were compleatly harmless and I wouldn't have 

to worry. -yawns- all I know is that I've been sick and tired all week. 

 

-levi looks at the books- 

 

Levi: dude your just stressing out about school. 

 



Levi: have you been seeing movies with beck? 

 

Chris: She's just superstitious. 

 

Levi: for that i'm taking you to my home theater and making watch a 

chick flick 

 

Chris: Dear god have mercy. -acts all mellow dramatic and pretends 

to faint- 

 

Chris; Speaking of Becca do you knoe if she's single? 

 

Levi: and you say i'm a freak 

 

Levi: and about the single i'm osrry but i'm taking her tot he movies 

on saturday 

 

-he sounds all preppy about it- 

 

Chris; Oh. Okay. I was gonna ask her out but I'm not going to step on 

any toes. 

 

Levi: dude i'm gay! of course she's single you twit 

 

-levi groans finishing his green tea- 

 

Chris; I guess I'm just too much of a chicken to ask her. 



 

Levi: how long have you known me? 

 

Chris; a good long while. I know you're gay but sometimes you tend to 

flirt with everyone and everything. 

 

Levi: you should have figured me long time ago dude. you all still fall 

for everything 

 

-levi sees a girl walk pass and he wolf whistles- Levi: hey baby lookin 

for some action tonight? -he shakes his hips- 

 

-levi's album came out a year ago for fun and everyone knows he's 

gay- 

 

Girl: funny Levi 

 

Levi: i was talkin about him! 

 

Girl: um..... ew? 

 

-she walks off giggling- 

 

Chris: wow.... 

 

Levi: yeah you have a better chance with beck then any other girl 

here 



 

-levi leans against the bookshelf again- 

 

Chris; Yeah half the grils in the school thnk i'm a creep. 

 

Levi: yeah. your going werewolf and i'm going batty! 

 

-levi pretends to fly out of the library- 

 

Chris: har har har. 

 

Inner Chris: I did some reseach on the virus that the docs said was in 

my system....I can't be sure but with all that' been going on... 

 

-that afternoon levi continues to work on his novel. it was about 

werewolves and vampires, but not your ordinary kind. he didn't know 

where the idea came from but he knows it came from somewhere- 

 

Levi: heh batty. har har har, werewolf 

 

-Brian enters his sons room- 

 

Levi: hi papi. just worin on my book. half way through 

 

Brian: Cool. How're your friends? 

 

Levi: thy're all fine. beck's being superstitous about chris's rabid dog 



bite. i was teasing everyone that he was turning into a werewolf 

 

-levi laughs- 

 

Brian: really? I'd forgotten about that. How's he feeling? 

 

Levi: been tired and growing abeard that he won't shave. i think he 

got new contacts cause his eyes are slightly gold. i told him he was 

just stressing about school and it just happened he got bitten just 

when it all started. 

 

Levi: he hangs with beck too much 

 

Brain: I think he's taken a shine to her. I'm not suprised. If the girl 

would take off her makeup and wear something a little more suitable 

instaed of all that goth garb she'd be a ten easily. 

 

Levi: told her that but does she liten? -levi pretends to sound preppy 

girl- i think not 

 

Inner Brian: That one that escaped from the prison...I'll need to tell 

the council about this. 

 

Brian: She'll figure it out eventually. 

 

Levi: hey dad quick question 

 



Brian: Yeah? 

 

inner levi: ahh i've been hanging with beck too much 

 

Levi: ahh nothin. just feeling batty again 

 

Brian: It's something. Just ask. 

 

Levi: i said i was feeling batty again. you know how i am 

 

Brian: We all feel batty at times son. I'll see you in the morning. -

leaves- 

 

Levi: night 

 

-when the door shuts levi closes his laptop and rubs his face- 

 

-downstaris- 

 

Brian; Leighanne? 

 

Leighanne: yes honey 

 

-she was baking cookies cause she was bored- 

 

Brian; Remember when the wearwolf council called the vampire 

council repoting an escaped convit who was later captured and 



killed? Remember how we had thought there had been no victems? 

 

Leighanne: yes i do -she turns knowing that tone of voice in her 

husband- 

 

Brian: I think we may have been wrong. We need to infrom both 

councils that there may be a potential feldgeling in out midst. A 

senenteen year old by the name of Christopher Kirkpatrick. yes he;s 

one of our sons friends. 

 

Brian: I don't know if it was the convict wearwolf or someone else but 

we need to make sure this boy dosne't loose control. 

 

Leighanne: he did get bitten by a rabid dog, what did our son say 

about him? 

 

Brian: The young man has apparetly gone without sleep for several 

days and is expierenceing a severe fever. paredon my terminology 

but he's been 'sick as a dog'. also aparently his eyes were showing 

flecks of gold in them. 

 

Leighanne: crap we have to got o him now. and this night is one of 

those ngiths for those who can't control themselves 

 

-levi comes down the stairs smelling cookies- 

 

Levi: i want cookies too! 



 

Brian: Levi go back to bed@ 

 

-levi skids into the kitchen- 

 

Levi: i want cookies! 

 

-he sounded like a little kid- 

 

Brian: take them then go to your room and stay there! -brians voice is 

stern- 

 

-levi nods grabbing cookies and pouring himself and quick glass of 

milk. he goes up the staring giggling at his cookies- 

 

Levi: oh i'm just gonna eat you all up! 

 

Brian: That boy is eccentirc. 

 

Leighanne: surprised he hasn't become one of us. its really sad we 

have to be so secrative with him 

 

Brian: Some vampire children don't show thier powers till later in life. 

if he does show powers we'll reveal ourselves to him then. But we will 

have to tell him the truth. In the meantime I'll alert the councils. You 

know where the boy lives right? 

 



Leighanne: took Levi there planty of times 

 

Brian: Get there and help him. 

 

-she nods and heads outside taking her car- 

 

-meanwhile levi is drooling over his cookies- 

 

-And Chris is walking Becca home from her date with him- 

 

Becca: That was fun. I love the Saw movies. I wish they'd make a good 

vampire or wearwolf film. or at least a good zombie flick. 

 

Chris; You're crazy. Lovable though. I'll see you tomorrow then? We 

could go to the park? 

 

-leighanne drives down the street- 

 

Becca: Sure. Thanks for walking me home. You okay Chris? You look 

sick. 

 

Chris; I'm fine -cough- I just need to get to bed. Later Becca. 

 

Becca; Bye! 

 

-leighanne pulls up next to them- 

 



Leighanne: Chris? 

 

Becca: Hi Mrs. Litterel. 

 

Chris: Yeah? 

 

Leighanne: hi rebecca. levi needs you to help him with some 

homework. come on he's back at the house 

 

Chris: -cough- can it wait till tomorrow? -cough- I'm not feeling to 

good. 

 

Legihanne: come honey 

 

Chris: Alright. I'll see you later Becca. -he waves good bye to her then 

gets in the car still coughing. His eyes are now more gold- 

 

Legihanne: lets go 

 

-she drives off- 

 

Becca; Bye Chris. -she goes inside- 

 

-they're driveing down hte road when Chris feels a stabbing pain all 

over- 

 

Chris; Gah! What the hell? 



 

Leighanne: damn it hold on Christopher 

 

-she starts speeding off from their house- 

 

Chris; GGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHH! -he's doubled over in pain- 

What the hell is happening to me!? 

 

Leighanne: your a werewolf honey everything is going to be oaky 

 

Chris: WHAT!? 

 

-she stops in front of this bulding hosue palce and gets out of the car- 

 

-she oepns and door pulling him out- 

 

-Chris can barely walk but he tries his best to follow Leighanne- 

 

-she tries to avoid changing into her full form- 

 

-they get inside and chris finds himself locked up in a room, horrible 

stabing pain all over- 

 

Leighanne: poor boy i wish i could help 

 

-He looks down and sees that his ands are turning in to paws before 

he can scream he's turned into full wolf form and his scream comes 



out as a howl- 

 

-meanhwile elvi is writing ad twitches at his computer. he takes it as 

nothing and continues. he keeps twitches so he shuts his computer 

and goes to bed- 

 

Leighanne: oh dear 

 

-she goes intot eh room- 

 

Leighanne: Chris? 

 

-Chris is in full wolf form and is despreately trying to break free- 

 

Leighanne: chris cna you hear me?! 

 

Chris; What the hell is happening!? This is just some crazy 

nightmere! It has to be! HELP! HELP! -this comes out as barking and 

howling noises. either way they are the sounds of a frantic caged 

animal- 

 

-levi lies in bed having a terrible dream, which is the entire event- 

 

Leighanne: i know this is scary try to calm down. i am a friend. 

vampires and werewolves understand each other 

 

Leighanne: calm down please Chris and we will explain everything to 



you 

 

-chris looks up at her. he is whimpering- 

 

Chris; What the hell is wrong with me? 

 

-his clothes are all ripped up on the floor- 

 

Leighanne: its going to be okay. when you were bitten by that rabit 

dog that was an escape convict from the werewolf vampire prison. 

when bitten, the venom is transfored intot eh victims body. unless 

treated immediatly they become this. vampires and werewolves have 

created anti venom for those bitten by us if they wish to have it over 

time your body gets use to these changes and you will be able to 

control everything. don't worry chris: we will help you 

 

Chris: I can't be like this! 

 

Leighanne: i'm sorry but you are. i'm really sorry chris 

 

Leighanne: all those horror films and crap about us aren't true. we 

aren't evil and you can control yourself while in this form, even at the 

beginning! 

 

-Chris is in shock he sits on the floor of his cage and shakes his head 

trying to understand.- 

 



Leighanne: i know its confusing 

 

Chris; Becca was right. She's not crazy. The crazy goth chick who's 

my girlfriend isn't crazy..... 

 

Leighanne: yeah i guess so 

 

-she sits down by his cage. it was in a room in a hospital for people 

like them- 

 

-he is caged so he doesn't hurt anyone- 

 

Leighanne: its going to be okay. i'll call your apretns and tellt hem you 

are spending the night at levi's. they like me 

 

-the next day- 

 

Brian; Yes Chris the goth was right. I think that part of her obsession 

with the occult and such is mostly genetic. 

 

Chris: She's not one of 'us' is she? 

 

Brian; No but her mother was a witch so therefore she is genetically 

one. if her mother were still alive she might be haveing this 

conversation with us. But for now it's best we keep her and all your 

friends in the dark. 

 



-levi comes skipping downstaris thirsty- 

 

Chris; Oh. Hey Levi. 

 

Levi: hey chris when did you get here? 

 

-levi gets some milk- 

 

Chris: I stayed the night here. I didn't feel up to walking home so I 

aksed your parents if I could stay here for th night. 

 

Levi: wicked 

 

-he chugs the glass. he looks really plae- 

 

Levi: i love milky milk milk 

 

Chris: By the way thanks for letting me borrow some of your clothes 

Mr. Litterel. 

 

Levi: your too big for mine huh? 

 

Chris; You're puny. 

 

Levi: why do you think i drink milk so much? trying to grwo more 

 

-levi puts hsi glass in the sink. he really is pale- 



 

Chris: I wish Becca would drink the stuff more. Maybe her boobs 

would get a little bigger. 

 

Levi: oh you say i'm dirty 

 

Brian; Isn't she a c-cup though? and a large one at that? 

 

Levi: father, your married! 

 

Brian; I'm a man though i do notive these things. 

 

Levi: do u want to know a theory? 

 

Brian: sure. 

 

Chris; mkay 

 

Levi: i'm going batty and chris is going werewolf, maybe bekc's a 

witch. i can add that to my stroy! 

 

-levi alguhs and goes upstaris- 

 

Levi: i'm joking chris you know that right? 

 

Chris; yeah yeah yeah. 

 



Inner Brian and Chris; You've no idea how right you are. 

 

Leighanne: i don't understand. he talks like he knows about us but he 

has no idea at all! 

 

Brian: i think it's early vampiric ablities showing. 

 

Chris: I'd better get home. I'll see you guys later. 

 

Brian; I'll send one of my friends to help you with your powers later 

this week. 

 

Chris; Okay. 

 

-he leaves- 

 

Leighanne: i really don't understand levi. if he is becoming a vampire, 

he's going to have tot ake your place honey. thats once of the reasons 

he had him, that and we wanted a family 

 

Brian: I'm okay with that. 

 

Leighanne: he might though. he might not accept the fact he is a 

vampire. he writes about them and always says he has no idea where 

he got these ideas from. he might just freak out 

 

Brian: Maybe. Only time will tell. 



 

Levi; dude when did i turn into a  ghost?! 

 

-he is staring at his reflection- 

 

Levi: my beautiful tan is gone! 

 

-levi comes down the stairs with only a towel around his waist- 

 

Brian: Summer is coming. You can get it back son 

 

Levi: i'm going to tan naked outside. its hot today 

 

-levi heads out to the backyard- 

 

-he drops his towel in the grass and begins his tan- 

 

-Meanwhile Chris meets up with Justin and they head to one of 

Becca's many hangouts. A large bookstore that's locally owned- 

 

-later that day his friends come over. he is still taning, but this time 

his front side- 

 

Joey; Hey Levi. 

 

Levi: hello 

 



-his eyes are shut- 

 

Lance; I think I'm getting jelous. 

 

Levi: yes do get jealous of my big dick 

 

Levi: where is beck? 

 

Lance: that's what we were gonna ask you. 

 

Jc; Joey Lance and i are looking for Chris and Justin and we came to 

her place figureing that they'd be there. 

 

Joey; But since they weren't there we figured we'd come here and see 

if you'd seen them. 

 

Levi: what about that bookstore in town? 

 

Jc: That's right. 

 

Levi: dorks 

 

Joey: Lets go!. 

 

Lance: Get dressed Levi you're coming with. 

 

Lance; Come on Levi. Get your sexy ass dressed. You're coming with 



us. 

 

Levi: fine 

 

-he stadns up stretching out his body- 

 

Lance: Ooh baby! 

 

Jc: were you supose to tan or you just out here for fun? 

 

Levi: i didn't tan?! 

 

-he looks at his body- 

 

Joey; Still pasty as ever. 

 

Levi: i had a great tan not long aog. how come i can't tan anymore? 

 

Justin: Some people just can't tan that well. 

 

-levi and lance aren't dating, if people need to know- 

 

Levi: you know me i could tan so well. lance loves staring at me every 

summer! 

 

-but lance does his fair share of flirting- 

 



Lance; Yeah. Well we'll figure out your skin problems later. Lets get to 

that bookstore. What's it called again/ 

 

Joey; Five points I think. 

 

-levi groans going over to the chiar. his clothes were there. be puts on 

his boxers and shorts and wifebeater- 

 

levi: i still want to know how i suddenly can't tan. i'll try again later i 

guess 

 

-levi is really disapointed- 

 

Jc: isn't it the one downtown? 

 

Levi: i just said it is downtown, didn't i? 

 

Jc: There's a few downtowns in seattle though. 

 

Levi: we'll find it. come on 

 

Joey: It's the one near the park near Becca's place. 

 

-levi walks to the front of the house and levi gets into his truck- 

 

Levi: who wants to ride with me? 

 



-levi puts his sunglasses on- 

 

Jc: Me. 

 

Justin; Me. 

 

joey: me. 

 

Levi: sorry lance your going to have to drive by yourself 

 

Lance; No prob. 

 

-levi starts his truck and heads out- 

 

-Lance get's into his car and drives- 

 

-they soon reach the library and find the three of them upstairs- 

 

-its like a lounge up there- 

 

Chris; Hey guys. 

 

Levi: ello juju 

 

-Becca is browing the shelves- 

 

-levi sits down in his lap- 



 

Justin; Hey. 

 

Becca: grrr. 

 

Levi: how is my baby? 

 

-levi pats justin's face- 

 

Justin: I don't swing like that Levi. But i'm good. I'm starting to get 

light headed from the smell of incense here though. 

 

Joey; I think it smells nice. 

 

Becca: What smell? 

 

Chris: That's right you wouldn't smell anything. You burn that stuff 

constantly 

 

-levi still sits in justin's lap with his head on his shoulder. he moves 

justin's arms around him making it seem they are a couple- 

 

Levi: wait what does that stuff smell like? 

 

Becca: These people have got to have it somewhere. And from the 

smell of it or at least from what I can smell this time the smell they're 

using is sandalwood. 



 

Becca: Insence comes in a wide variety of smells. Frakencience and 

sandalwood are the most common though. My favorite is dragons 

blood. 

 

Levi: ahh 

 

-he seems to start falling alseep on justin's lap- 

 

Becca; For crying out loud. I know it has to be somewhere! 

 

Levi: what are you freakin' looking for? 

 

Becca: The owner of the shop recomended a book to me on the occult. 

You know a spell book of sorts. Ahh there it is. -pulls a black bound 

book off the shelf- Now just to get some supplies and maybe some 

lunch. 

 

Inner Chris; Yup. Definately a witch. 

 

Levi: crap the first spell you cast please make justin gay, he's too 

yunnyful 

 

-levi stares at justin's face- 

 

Levi: at least for a day so i can have my way with him 

 



Becca: No. 

 

-levi pouts- 

 

-Becca begins takeing a few other books off the shelf along with 

several other various items then pays for them downstairs.- 

 

Levi: yeah i am definetly adding a witch to my book 

 

Chris; I haven't been here very often. It seems like a really interesting 

place. 

 

Joey; What's you book about anyways? 

 

levi: its about vampires and werewolves and soon to be witches. but 

eh vampires and werewolves aren't at all like the ones you know 

about. like the werewolves can control themselves and at the beging 

they can control their changes but as they train they can become 

shapeshifters. they go from werewolf to shapeshifter but are still 

called werewolves. the vampires aren't evil and don't die from crosses 

and shit like that. only vampires can kill werewolves and only 

werewolves can kill vampires. but they are in two calns and they 

work together and all the evil ones go to this special prison. and the 

witches.... guess i'll make them normal people who have a gift and are 

like harry potter. also they go to that special prisona nd can live as 

long as they want 

 



-Becca comes back up with her arms full- 

 

Levi: chrsi you should check out a book on werewolves. or better yet 

read my book once its done. ya know after that bite and all.............. 

 

-levi laughs- 

 

Leiv: i love teasing yal 

 

Chris; Har har har. 

 

Levi: ahh the witch is back! 

 

Becca; I have a book on wearwolves. And stop screaming. I'm not 

going to hurt you.  I asked the owners permission and he said I could 

try out one or two of the spells in this book. -she takes out some of the 

supplies and places them in a glass ashtray- 

 

Jc; Becca you're crazy. What are you planning on doing anyways? 

 

Levi: oh no she's gonna turn me into a frong and my prince charming 

will have to kiss me! who wants to be the prince in my fairy tale? 

 

-levi snuggles more into justin- 

 

Becca; No I'm planning on seeing if I can turn these flames green and 

purple. -she places some grass in the dish then lights it on fire then 



recites some latin mumbo jumbo and sure enough the flames turn 

green then purple then die in an instant- 

 

Becca: Cool. 

 

Levi: freak 

 

Jc: I don't know if I should be scared or not. 

 

-levi grabs her books and starts to read throguh them- 

 

-Becca glares at Levi and gathers her stuff up- Becca: Maybe I should 

turn you into a frog. Even better a rat. 

 

Levi: what is this spell, find your true love? oh don't worry i think 

harry hear is already choosen for that job 

 

-he points at chris- 

 

Levi: chrissy you do need a shave 

 

Chris: We're not in love. and yes i know i need to shave. 

 

-levi twitches suddenly throwing the book to the floor- 

 

Levi: sorry. i'll get that 

 



Becca: We just went out to a movie. It dosen't mean we're dateing. 

 

-he picks it up twitching again but this time the book hits justin in the 

face- 

 

Levi: crap i'm sorry juju! 

 

-Becca takes the book out of his hands- 

 

Levi: did you cast some spell on me or soemthing?! 

 

-levi gets off of justin's lap scared he'll hit him again- 

 

Becca: Seriously Levi you need to see a doctor about that twitch. And 

I don't know how to do that complex of spells.  

 

-levi twitches again, his eyes going white for a split second- 

 

Becca: You okay? 

 

Levi: its just a twitch. some says its from stress and school have been 

weird 

 

-levi rubs his face and smiles- 

 

Levi: you guys didn't answer my question earlier! 

 



Lance: Huh/ 

 

Levi: i asked that if i turned into a frog who would be my prince! 

 

Becca; -cough- Lance -cough- 

 

Levi: becka re you oaky? someone do CPR she's coughing! 

 

-levi goes behind her doing the himlic- 

 

-Becca drops her books in suprise- 

 

Chris; Careful! -catches them- 

 

Lance: Wow Chris. When did you're reflexses get that good? 

 

Levi: sorry beck i couldn't resist 

 

-levi lets go. all of a sudden levi starts to shake and he falls against 

the bookshelf sending books tot eh floor. levi falls tot ehg round 

holding his head- 

 

Levi: what the hell?! 

 

Becca; Are you okay? 

 

-the owner comes up- 



 

Levi: dude did you cast a spell on me seriously! 

 

Becca; Mike I'm so sorry. 

 

Mike: It's okay Rebecca. I've had worse. 

 

Becca; I told you Levi I can't cast that advanced of spells yet. 

 

Levi: bull shit don't come near me beck 

 

-levi feels angry surging throguh him and he wants to attck beck but 

he holds back- 

 

mike: She's telling the truth kid. -helps Levi up- Let me take you 

home. 

 

Levi: i'm sorry i can get myself home 

 

Lance; We'll call your parents. 

 

Levi: maybe i had too much sun. and leave my parents out of this they 

left today 

 

-levi walks out steping un his sunglasses and they break. he doesn't 

go back to them- 

 



inner levi: i hope i don't do that in the car home 

 

-Becca and the others help Mike clean up the mess then they spend 

the rest of the day at Becca's place. When evening comes Mike and his 

wife Nina go to Brian and Leighanne- 

 

-levi is in his room writing- 

 

Brian: hi there 

 

Mike: Hey Brian. 

 

Leighanne: Nina long time no see 

 

Nina: Leighanne it's been too long. 

 

Mike: We met your son and his friends. 

 

Brian: oh you did? did he burn anything? 

 

-he jokes about it- 

 

Leighanne: he is a strage child at birth 

 

Nina; Rebecca has been a partron of ours for many years now 

actually. She was the one who did the burning and even then it was 

only some sweetgrass. 



 

Leighanne: ahh. why are you here then? 

 

Mike: I trust you're aware of your son developing vampire powers? 

We belive he may become full vampire within the next two months. 

 

Brian: what happened today? he doesn't at all seem like he is 

changing to us 

 

Leighanne: we thoguht he never would. we htought he was human 

 

Nina: Violent twitching. His eyes went white for a split second. When 

he thought it was Rebecca who caused him to slam into a book case I 

sensed vampiric rage in him. 

 

Leighanne: oh dear 

 

-she looks upstairs- 

 

Brian: he's been writing a book. and its about us, werewolve and 

witches and vampires. but he knows the true us and he just thoguht it 

up no one told him 

 

Leighanne: he's taking after you honey. he senses things that no on 

elese does. he's a genius 

 

Mike; He's changeing. 



 

Nina; The other withces and warlocks wanted us to also inquire as th 

whether or not you had found someone to train the wearwolf 

fledgeling? 

 

Brian: he jokes about his friend becca being a witch and his friend 

chris being a werewolf but at the same time he doesn't know that he is 

senseing the truth 

 

mike: Again it's a sign of him chaneing. 

 

Leighanne: yes we have. brian's bandmate nick has a younger brother 

aaron who is a werewolf 

 

Brian: chris has met him a few times. they ahd a basketball game a 

hwile ago with Levi 

 

Mike: good. 

 

Brian: would you like to have some coffee with us? 

 

Nina: Of course. 

 

Leighanne: right this way 

 

Mike; You'll be helping Levi with his training I trust? 

 



-they follow- 

 

Brian: i'm worried though. with how levi is i don't now how he will 

take it 

 

Nina; You're his father. He'll listen to you. 

 

Brian: and telling him he will take my place as king of the vampires 

well.................... 

 

Mike; He will come to understand eventually. 

 

Leighanne: Levi has learned to calm himself down by writing. i read 

some of his story and its strage becasue so many things happeneding 

the book are actually happening in real life. he doesn't even know that 

he is sensing these things. he just think they come into his head out of 

no where 

 

Brian: he wants to publish a book that tells the tale about us 

werewolves vampires witches/warlocks that are true but he just 

thinks its an idea he came up with 

 

Leighanne: coffees ready! 

 

Nina; Thank you Leighanne. 

 

-she comes intot he living room with cups for everyone- 



 

Mike: Thank you. 

 

Brian: our pleasure 

 

Mike; I'd like to read his some of his stories one of these days. 

 

Nina; There's also the issue of them finding out each others secrets. 

 

Mike: Christopher is the only one who really knows what's going on. 

Those three can't be kept in the dark forever. The same goes for thier 

friends. They'll all find out evntually. 

 

Brian: how is becca? does she know about our world? 

 

Nina; She's superstitoius and she's makeing good progress as a young 

witch but I think for the most part she knows little to nothing. Mike 

and i are hopeing that the books we've given her can enlighten her a 

bit. 

 

Mike: She's her mother's daughter that's for certain. 

 

-upstairs levi starts to twitch at his computer again- 

 

Levi: dman it 

 

-he shuts the lid rubbing his face- 



 

-levi starts to twitch more. he falls to the floor having a full blow 

sezuire-lie attck his eyes going white and things running through his 

mind. he kicks over his chair sending hard to the floor- 

 

Leighanne: Levi?! 

 

Brian: We need to go check on him. 

 

-she puts her cup down and goes upstairs- 

 

Leighanne: BRIAN COME HERE NOW! 

 

Nina/Mike: We'll wait here. 

 

Biran; Coming! 

 

-he runs upstairs- 

 

-leighanne is holding down her son who won't stop twitching- 

 

Brian; He's changeing. 

 

Leighanne: dear god its okay levi we are right here 

 

-levi keeps shaking then apuptly stops- 

 



Leighanne: lets put him to bed 

 

Brian: That might be best. 

 

-brian lifts levi and leighanne pulsl the sheets back. they tuck him in- 

 

Leighanne: our little boy is a vampire 

 

Brian: I don't know if i should be worried or proud. 

 

Leighanne: me neither 

 

-the next day is sunday- 

 

-levi comes down with a headache- 

 

Levi: dang what did i do alst night? must have stayed up writing real 

late. you guys put me to bed? 

 

-levi walks into the kitchen- 

 

Brian: Yes. Son sit down. Your mother have something to tell you... 

 

-levi holds up a finger- 

 

Levi: needs some pills first 

 



-he pulls out a pill bottle talking four and drinking a full glass of 

water. he goes over and begins to make himself some coffee- 

 

Levi: what is it? 

 

-Brian looks at Leighanne- 

 

Inner Brian; Should we tell him or let him find out on his own?- 

 

inner leighanne: we should wait he seems clueless already 

 

Levi:w hat is it? 

 

-he pours some fancy flaovored creamer into hsi coffee and drinks 

some of it smiling- 

 

Brian: It's nothing son. it can wait. You go and have fun with your 

friends. 

 

-levi smiles and goes upstairs with his cup- 

 

Levi: theya re coming over at noon! 

 

Leighanne: what happens if something else happens today? what will 

we do honey? 

 

-leighanne puts her arms around brian's neck- 



 

Brian: We'll keep them here and if anything happens we'll be there. 

 

-leighanne sighs- 

 

Leighanne: he isn't a little boy anymore 

 

Brian: Nope. He's an angsty teenager. 

 

-noon- 

 

-levi is in the kitchen packing bags- 

 

Brian: Going on a hike with your friends again? 

 

Levi: duh its hot out. maybe i can get my shirt off today 

 

-levi digs through the pantry- 

 

Brian: Have fun with that. Just remember to be home before dark. 

 

Levi: we will 

 

-the doorbell goes off- 

 

-he pulls out chocolate. he twitches and they fall tot eh ground. levi 

picks them up and puts them int he lunch sacks before putting them 



in the bags- 

 

Levi: dad can you get that? 

 

-levi twitches again dropping a water bottle- 

 

Levi: i am such a kluts today! 

 

Brian: Okay. -opens- 

 

Justin: HI BRIAN! 

 

-he his very hiper today- 

 

Becca: HI PEOPLE1 

 

Chris; HALLO PEOPLE! 

 

Lance: Hi Mr.Litteral 

 

Joey; Those three had a little too much coffee today. 

 

Jc: where's levi? 

 

Brian; In the kitchen. 

 

Brian: he's in the kitchen. come on in 



 

-Becca goes skipping in. she's wearing her usual skimpy goth garb and 

heavy makeup- 

 

Levi: GOD DAMN IT! 

 

-levi rubs his face- 

 

Chris; Yes? 

 

-he reaches down picking up the bags- 

 

Levi: nothing i just keep dropping things for no reason 

 

-levi gives everyone a bag- 

 

Levi: shall we go? i need the exercise for my muscles 

 

-levi flexes his arms- 

 

Becca: Yes. Thank you Levi! -hugs- 

 

-levi hugs her back- 

 

Levi: lets go 

 

-they go- 



 

-they head out into the trail in the backyard- 

 

Levi: Justin do you want me to take off my shirt? 

 

Inner Joey: Is it normal to crush on your friend if she's a girl even 

though you've known her for a long time? 

 

-Chris is thinking the same thing- 

 

Justin; Get lance to do it. 

 

Levi: LANCE TAKE OFF YOUR SHIRT FOR US! 

 

Lance; Fine. -takes it off- 

 

Becca; Sexy mama! or would it be daddy? I dunno. 

 

Levi: Mmm... yummyful 

 

Levi: now all guys take off their shirts too. maybe we can get beck to 

later 

 

Becca; Not a chance guys I've got a really thin bra on. 

 

Levi: i'm gay and so is lance and jc's bi. but he thinks your ugly 

 



-the guys take them off- 

 

Jc: She's not ugly but I'm just not into goth chicks. 

 

Levi: if the guys who are straight pull anything i'll kick their nuts off 

this hill 

 

Inner Joey Justin and Chris; Crap. 

 

-levi puts his shirt into his back, looking at justin seductivly- 

 

Levi: justin has a such a hot body it should be illegal 

 

-levi flirts with justin cause he has a crush on him but knows it won't 

happen- 

 

Justin; Back off buddy. 

 

-levi walks next to lance starting at justin the entire time- 

 

inner levi: i know its not gonna happen. wish it would though 

 

-Becca is at the front of the group her skirt a little tight and the same 

thingwith her fishnets- 

 

Inner Chris: Nice butt. 

 



Levi: why can't i have juju? 

 

Levi: does god hate me or something? 

 

justin; Cause i'm straight and I'm not interested in guys and I have a 

girlfriend. 

 

Levi: god hates me. he wants me to die already and go to hell. its fact 

 

-levi pretends to wipe his damp eyes- 

 

Levi: I AM SO ALONE! 

 

Jc: drama queen 

 

Becca; Stop being such a drama queen. And I thought Chris was bad. 

 

Chris: Hey! 

 

-levi skips to the front and walks next to beck, his arm around her 

waist- 

 

Levi: how you doin? -sounds like joey off of friends- 

 

Becca: Pretty good. 

 

Levi: see if i can hold her like this Chris nad Joey can too 



 

-see lance has a crush on levi who is crushing on justin- 

 

Becca; You're gay. There's a diffrence. I know they're staring at my 

butt and boobs. 

 

Levi: who wouldn't? -levi is talking to her boobs- 

 

Becca: Even your dad stares. It's kinda creepy. 

 

Levi: if you would STOP wearing these clothes no one would stare. 

your bringing it on yourself sister 

 

-levi slaps her ass and goes down back to walking next to lance- 

 

Becca: It's not my falut that all the clothes in the mall are tight 

around those areas. 

 

Inner Becca: and haveing large c's dosen't help. 

 

Levi: shop in the mens department! 

 

inner levi: my dad does stare at her. maybe mom should get implates 

so he stares at her and not other woman 

 

-levi puts hsi arma round lance- 

 



-They reach the top and sit down- 

 

Levi: what up dork? 

 

Lance; Hey. I'm pretty good. Yourself? 

 

Levi: pretty good 

 

-levi sits down pulling out his lunch- 

 

-he puts half a gummy worm in his mouth and sucks on it- 

 

-Lance grabs his lunch out of his bag.- 

 

Levi: Justin put this other half in your mouth would ya? 

 

-Becca plays with her food and then scarfs it down- 

 

Justin; Again get lance to do it. 

 

Levi: Jc what about you? 

 

Jc: Get Lance to do it. 

 

Levi: WHY DOES EVERYONE WANT LANCE TO DO WHAT I WANT 

JUSTIN TO DO?! 

 



-levi eats the worm by himself- 

 

Becca; You gonna finish that sandwhich? -looks at a couple of the 

guys- 

 

Levi: here take mine 

 

-levi gives her his entire lunch and he stands- 

 

-Becca eats it- 

 

Levi: i'm gonna walk ahead. i'll go slow so you guys can catch up 

 

Becca; I've been really hungry lately. 

 

-levi walks down the trial- 

 

Chris: Same here. i guess it's normal for us. 

 

Levi yells: in my book witches have a speeding metabolism when they 

just start out! 

 

Becca; Cool remind me to read it when you're done. 

 

-they finish eating and go down the trail- 

 

-levi stops dead in his tracks suddenly slightly twitching- 



 

inner levi: whats going on with me? 

 

-no one could see him now- 

 

Inner Chris; i need to talk to brian later. 

 

-levi keeps twitching then falls to the ground in another seizure 

attack, images of witches and werewolves running through his min- 

 

Jc: levi? you okay up there i heard a thump 

 

Becca: He's having a seizure! We need to get him to the house joey 

Chris you to carry him1 

 

-levi shakes violently- 

 

Lance: your suppose to hold him on his side! 

 

-lance rolls him on his side holding his head- 

 

-levi keeps shaking his eyes white- 

 

Becca; I'll go get Brian. 

 

justin; Okay. 

 



-Becca takes off down the hill- 

 

Brian: becca? were are the others? 

 

-he is outside with leighanne- 

 

Becca: Brain! Leighanne! Levi's haveing a seizure! 

 

-they stand upa nd run up the hill as fast as they can go without 

making people wonder- 

 

-they find him in lance's arm, eyes white and his body still- 

 

Lance: he just stopped 

 

Brian: Levi! Can you here me? 

 

-levi doesn't respond, his head just rolls tot ehs ide- 

 

Brian; Lets get him inside. 

 

Leighanne: come on lance can you carry him? 

 

Lance; Joey and Chris could do a better job but I'll try. 

 

-lance carries him inside where they lie him on the couch. his eye are 

closed now- 



 

-they all sit on the couch waiting anxiously for him to wake up. Becca 

takes out one of her books and reads. While she was running her shirt 

and fishnets were torn so her clothes are just barely hanging on- 

 

Brian: I'm not interested bu she is cute. 

 

-levi moans and opens his eyes few hours later- 

 

Becca: Huh? 

 

Leighanne: brian what are you - levi! 

 

Brian: Nothing. 

 

Jc: Good to have you back. 

 

-levi holds his head- 

 

Lance; You're alive! 

 

Levi: where am i? are we still on the trial? 

 

Chris: You had a seizure and we carried you back into the house. 

 

Levi: i had a seizure?! why didn't you call 911 something could be 

wrong with me! 



 

-levi's head hurts, feels like its going to burst- 

 

Brian; By the time we got you back there wasn't any need to. 

 

Levi: it could happen again. i need to go to a doctors 

 

-levi sits up but groans in agaony- 

 

Brian: That's what we're doing. I want you to get in the car. -he turns 

to the others- I want you kids to stay here. 

 

Joey; Good thing the school year is almost over. 

 

-levi stands up but falls over being caught by lance- 

 

Levi: i don't feel too good........... 

 

Lance; I'll help you get in the car. 

 

-lance gets levi in the backseat of brian's car- 

 

Levi: Lance? 

 

Lance: Yeah? 

 

Levi: tell juju i'm gonna be fine will ya? 



 

Lance; Umm okay. 

 

Levi: thanks man 

 

-levi hsuts his eye trying to rid himself of his headache- 

 

-NOW brian takes him to the vamp hospital- 

 

-Lance goes back into the house where everyone is sitting waiting- 

 

Lance; He said to tell Justin he'd be fine. 

 

Justin: That guy has no hope. I mean It's obvious I'm not into him but 

you are. 

 

Jc: he can't see it. too focused on you 

 

Lance; Where's Becca? 

 

Joey; Yeah where is she? 

 

Chris: yeah where did she go? 

 

-they hear a scream from upstairs- 

 

Chris: shit! 



 

Leighanne: rebecca? 

 

Becca: SHIT FUCK DAMN! AND THESE WERE MY BEST FISHNETS! 

 

Leighanne: oh never mind she's fine 

 

Leighanne: why does a girl like her dress like that? 

 

Becca; Leighanne do you have a robe? My clothes just kinda fell off. 

 

Chris; Don't ask us. 

 

Leighanne: i have some clothes for you too 

 

-she goes upstairs- 

 

Becca; I'M NEVER SHOPPING AT HOT TOPIC AGAIN! 

 

-when they come down becca is in a dress- 

 

Leighanne: it fits you well 

 

-and it's pink- 

 

-leighanne stares out the window worried about her son- 

 



Inner Becca: I won't say anything. 

 

Chris: you look nice becca 

 

Joey; yeah. -all the straight guys are actually looking at her face for 

once- 

 

Jc: see levi was right. we aren't staring at your chest or ass because 

we can't see it like we did before 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Levi: dad what hospital is this i've never..................... -levi starts to 

twitch again, going into another sezure- 

 

-in his mind he sees men and women chnaging into vampires and 

werewolves and people casting spells- 

 

Brian: You're a vampire. your powers are finally emerging. 

 

-levi didn't hear him at all- 

 

Brian: He's out again. And we're finally here. -he parks and get's levi 

into the building- 

 

Vamp Nurse: M'lord. What is it? 

 



Brian: It's my kid. His powers are just starting to emerge and well....-

nods at levi- 

 

Nurse: Alright. -they wheel him off into a room- 

 

-levi is still shaking then stops suddenly eyes white and his skin even 

more white then before- 

 

Brian: It'll be okay Levi. 

 

-in his mind he sees himself changing into a vampire, but levi denies 

it he wants the nightmare to end- 

 

Brian: Allow it Levi. It won't go away until you accept it. 

 

Levi: its a nightmare, all a nightmare please just get out of my head 

 

-levi's eyes are still white and his head goes side to side- 

 

Levi: i'm not a vampire, i'm not I'M NOT! 

 

-he keeps thrashing trying to wake up but he can't- 

 

Brian: You'rea vampire. Christopher is a werwolf and Rebecca is a 

witch. 

 

-he sees himself attcking his friends and finding them lying on the 



round covered in blood. levi screams bloody murder- 

 

-the scream shadders windows- 

 

-levi keeps screaming arching his back- 

 

Nurse; He'll go into full vampire form in a couple minutes! 

 

Brian; Hang on to him Jennette1 

 

-levi jumsp off the bed looking aorund. his eyes are still white- 

 

Levi: everything's white! 

 

Brian; it's normal. Just try to relax. it'll go alot faster that way. 

 

Levi: what are you talking about?! 

 

-levi goes against a wall looked paniced- 

 

Brian: You're a vampire. I'm a vampire. Your mother is a vampire. 

 

Levi: its a nightmare a terrible night mare 

 

Brian: This is no dream son. 

 

-levi falls tot eh floor in agony. claws fomr on his fingertips wings 



begin to shoot from his back and fangs grow- 

 

-his eyes go from white to red and he can see everyone- 

 

-he stops and lies ont he floor, full vampire- 

 

Brian: You're in full vampire form. 

 

Levi: i'm not a vampire -his voice is soft but alot lower then it was 

before- 

 

-levi looks at his body. he was in full denial and wasn't accepting it- 

 

Brian: You are.  Look at your hands. 

 

Levi: its a dream just a dream i'll wake up i have to stop writing that 

novel its affecting me too much! 

 

-levi shakes- 

 

Brian: That 'novel' was you senseing the truth. You know the truth. 

 

-levi repeats over and over again no such things as vampires- 

 

Brian: You're a vampire. Your mother and i are vampires. Your friend 

Chris is a wearwolf and Rebecca is a witch. 

 



-Brian goes into full vamp form- 

 

Brian: see. 

 

-levi shakes his head. he stand sup and starts knocking things over 

and begins losing control- 

 

-The nurse also goes into full vamp form and they both grab hold of 

Levi and restrain him- 

 

-levi suddenly goes back into humna form falling from their hands 

and tot eh floor. he curls up into a ball naked- 

 

Levi: no such thing as vampires -he repeats this till he passes out- 

 

-they go back into normal form- 

 

Brian: Thier is. You'll accpet it sooner or later. 

 

Nurse: what if he doesn't? no other vampire have a i seen does that. 

 

Nurse: didn't you tell him about us? 

 

Brian: Neiter I nor Leighanne thought he had vampiric powers so we 

kept him in the dark. I think it might take one of his friends 

changeing into his true form to really convince him. 

 



Nurse: i have never heard of a vampire in deniala nd he looks scared. 

he might just push himself so far he won't rememebr any of this 

 

-the nurse puts him into a bed- 

 

Brian; He'll come around. I have forseen it. 

 

Nurse: yes my lord 

 

-hours later levi wakes up but is silent on the ride home. his father is 

scared as well- 

 

Brian: a couple of your friends are going to be staying with us for a 

few dyas. 

 

Levi: who 

 

Brian: Christopher and Rebecca. They hae some things that your 

mother and I need to help them in. Thier parents know. 

 

Levi: don't talk to me right now 

 

-levi was angry at him- 

 

-the rest of the drive is in scilence- 

 

-when they get back Jc, Lance, Joey and Justin have gone home. 



Becca is waiting on the front porch in some of his mom's clothes- 

 

-Becca is still sitting in the guest room only she's changing into some 

pajamas that she brought from home- 

 

-levi is staring at the tv in his room. his room is basically half 

bedroom, half lounging area with a couch and tv and video gams and 

dvd player... he all bought himself- 

 

-his desk is in his bedroom half with his dresser and closet and big 

black bed- 

 

-chris is in the bathroom, shaving more- 

 

-Leighanne and Brian are still sitting in the basement talking- 

 

Levi: ugh. i hate my parents and this vampire witch werewolf crap. its 

all a damn dream i'll wake up from sooner or later. -his bedroom half 

is hard wood floor, his lounge half is carpeted. his is only in his red 

robe- 

 

Chris: i hope i don't have to do this every day -he can't beleive how 

much hair he has... everywhere- 

 

Becca: I really hope Leighanne and Brian will let me go home to get 

the rest of my stuff. I'm really starting to hate those pink and blue 

dresses. 



 

Brian; Please don't be mad at me for stareing at her Leighanne. She's 

an attracitve young lady. I can't help it! I still love you. 

 

Leighanne: we need to talk with out son Brian. We should have told 

him about us. 

 

Brian; Yes. We do. 

 

Leighanne: even if he wasn't going to be a vampire he had to know. he 

will always be in danger either way! 

 

-leighanne rubs her face- 

 

Brian: That's all water under the bridge now. What we need to do is 

help him now and get him to understand his powers. He'll need our 

support. Me and the guys can help him with his training.  

 

Leighanne: i hope your right. -leighanne snuggling into brain's chest- i 

don't want to lose my baby boy 

 

Brian: Neither do I. 

 

-levi goes into his bathroom, trying to cut himself- 

 

Levi: GOD DAMN IT I JUST BOUGHT THIS RAZOR! 

 



Becca; -in skimpy nightgown- I think Chris might have used it. 

 

-when he cuts his skin, he spreads the skin apart only to find barley 

any blood. they it instantly heals over- 

 

Levi: maybe i should shoot myself 

 

-Becca had already gone back into her room when he said that- 

 

Brian: Thankfully we don't have a gun in here so he won't be able to 

shoot himself. 

 

Brian; The guys and Aaron will be coming here tomorrow to help him 

out and Chris. I think Becca can figure things out on her own. 

 

-levi goes onto the roof, wondering if this will do the trick- 

 

Levi: three stories, that has to wake me up 

 

Brian; Thank goodness Vampires are near indestructable. 

 

-levi jumps off and screams- 

 

Brian: And that'll be him 

 

Levi: GOD DAMN IT WHY WON'T I DIE?! AND WHY WON'T I WAKE 

UP?! 



 

Brain: Cause it's not a dream. 

 

-levi lies on the ground staring at his broken arms and legs which 

instantly heal- 

 

-levi can't hear his father's comments at all- 

 

-levi goes isnide and back to his room where he locks himself up in- 

 

Brian: Leighanne do you think Chris will be able to keep under 

control? Rebecca I'm not worried about butwhen they first start out 

wearwolves and witches are sensitive to emotional outburts. If they 

lose control...As I said before Rebecca I'm not worried about but 

Christopher -door slams- And Levi's locked himslef up. 

 

-chris comes out of the bathroom fealing very fresh. he walks down to 

talk with becca- 

 

-Becca is wipeing off her makeup- 

 

Leighanne: i just want to sleep with you right now and not think about 

anything 

 

Brian; Okay. But don't forget wearwolf mateing season is coming up. 

 

Leighanne: seriously we have drugs for that rememebr? break 



through in medical science 

 

Brian; Where the hell have I been? Under a rock and busy with 

council affairs no doubt.  

 

Brian; Anyways less talk more fun. 

 

-leighanne pets brians face and licks his neck- 

 

-meanwhile upstairs- 

 

Becca: Hey Chris. -makeup half off. one half of her face looking done 

up and the other normal- 

 

Becca; You look better shaven you know that? 

 

Chris: you look better without make up -his voice is soft- 

 

Becca; I wish I felt the same way. -looks in mirror- I need to get my 

roots redone. I can see blonde coming through. Anyways was thier 

something you wanted to talk about? 

 

Chris: a little yeah 

 

-he walks up behind becca who is in front of the mirror- 

 

Becca; Well sit down. -motions to her bed- Tell me whats on your 



mind. 

 

Chris: tis just -chris sighs watching becca remove her make up- your 

so beautiful ya know that? you don't need make up and i loved your 

hair when it was blond 

 

Becca: We were in middle school then. 

 

Chris: just now, you don't seem like yourself any more and i fell in 

love with the middle school becca 

 

Becca; Hold up. Back up a bit and check the breaks. What was that? 

 

Chris: i'm in love with you. but i'm just a little werided out with all the 

make upa nd slutty attire, no offence. its hot as hell, but not you 

 

-chris puts his ahnds on becca's shoulders- 

 

Becca; -her makeup is all the way off now ans shes taken out her 

contact lenses that made her eyes seem scarlet- It's just that I never 

really fit in and when i became like this I felt like I fit in better... 

 

Becca; Dad's always working and Mom..... 

 

Chris: do you HAVE to fit in? 

 

Chris: look at levi and how different he is. he doesn't want to fit in 



becasue he knows being himself is better then being 'normal' 

 

-chris gets on his knees turning becca around- 

 

Becca: And yet when he finds out he'sa vampire he flips out....Why are 

you on your knees? 

 

Chris: so i can see you better 

 

Chris: i am short but not as short as the chair 

 

Becca; wow.... 

 

Chris: i think levi wouldn't be freaking out if his parents told him long 

ago who they were. 

 

Chris: did you think i was going to purpose or something? -chris 

laughs- hell no not for a long time 

 

Becca: I didn;t think so. It's not in your nature. 

 

-chris makes a bold move: he leans in kissing becca hold her face in 

his hands. he breaks away still holding her face- 

 

-Becca is stunned. Just frozen there. a single tear runs down her face- 

 

Chris: why are you crying 



 

-chrsi brushes it away. he felt a little TOO romantic- 

 

Becca: I don't know. It's just something happened there. I've only felt 

it when I've thought about Mom...You know how when we were kids i 

would cry about her all the time. And once we got into middle school I 

stopped crying about everything? 

 

-chris nods watching her face- 

 

Becca: The truth is that I still cry all the time. Everytime i go to 

Mom's grave I can't hold back the tears. I haven't been able to not do 

that. I can't even go past the cemetary without bawling. Why do you 

think that whenever we're out with the guys I never want to go near 

that place ever but i'm fine with the other cemetaries in town? Why 

do you think I always avoided talking about certain things? 

Whenever I think about mom I always get this feeling. and when you 

kissed me I felt it again. 

 

Chris: do you feel it again? -chris kisses her again only longer- 

 

Becca: Yes...Only it's diffrent somehow.... 

 

Chris: good or bad feeling 

 

Becca: I can't say... 

 



-chris lifts becca to her feet and he stands up too- 

 

Chris: well you don't have to cry becca. you really don't need to waste 

your tears 

 

-chris holds her around her waist- 

 

Becca: Thank you. -hugs him- 

 

-chris kisses her more only a little harder this time- 

 

-he runs his hand up and down her back- 

 

-this time she kisses him back- 

 

-chris moves them to the bed, lying down on top of her still kissing- 

 

-Becca buries her fingers in his hair. She hears her night gown rip- 

 

Becca; i'm nevr shopping at hot topic again. Thier clothes suck....Have 

you been working out or is that just a symptom of being a wlofman? 

 

-Becca buries her fingers in his hair. She hears her night gown rip- 

 

 

Becca; i'm nevr shopping at hot topic again. Thier clothes suck....Have 

you been working out or is that just a symptom of being a wlofman? 



 

Chris: i have no clue 

 

Becca; Either way nice arms. 

 

-chris looks down seeing that her nightgown riped upwards- 

 

Chris: thank you. nice legs 

 

Becca; Thanks. 

 

-chris reaches down the rips ehr nightgown all the way up ehr body- 

 

Chris: i just had to do that 

 

Becca; You're really wanting to see me naked aren't you? In case you 

haven't noticed this. Girls don't wear bras in thier pjs. 

 

-chris takes off his chirt and attcks her breasts immediatly- 

 

-Becca gasps but lets himher arms on his head and her head thrown 

back- 

 

-chris pins becca's arms above her head nad moves down ripping 

away her underwear that was about to disinigrate anyways- 

 

Chris: holy shit you have a nice pussy 



 

Becca: Thanks. I'm a virgin fyi. 

 

-chris HAD NO IDEA AT ALL why he was acting like this- 

 

Chris: just to tell you i'm like, i like really want to fuck you right now 

and i've never felt like this before. 

 

-chris spreads her legs rubbing her pussy- 

 

Chirs: its lsike the only running through my head is 'make babies 

make babies' 

 

Becca: I remember something about wearwolves haveing a huge 

mateing urge at least once or twice a year. ou know like it's thier 

mateing season or something. And you'd better not get me pregnant 

or I will turn you into a slug. 

 

Chris: i really don't want to have kids yet. but i do want to fuck you 

hard 

 

Becca; Just go easy okay. First time and everything. 

 

-chris sucks her pussy staring up at her and holding her legs apart- 

 

Chris: its my first time too 

 



Becca; Glad to see we're on the same page. 

 

-chris slides a finger inside her pressing against her walls- 

 

Becca; I think -gasp- Brian and Leighanne might -moan- have some 

rubbers in thier room. 

 

Chris: i have some with me. like i said make babies make babies isn't 

what i really want to do 

 

-chris stands up dropping his pants- 

 

Chris: i just shaved that! 

 

Becca; Wow. Damn boy. I heard they could get big but wow..... 

 

-chris groans lying down on becca- 

 

-he digs through his apnting pulling a freash condom out. he slides it 

on kissing becca- 

 

-She has her arms on his shoulders and is spreading her legs farther 

apart for him.- 

 

-he slowly pushes in going nice and easy- 

 

Chris: whoa that feels good! 



 

Becca; Ow. Okay keep going. It just hurts a little. 

 

-chris sits up a little reaching down and rubbing her clit with his 

thumb while he kept pushing in slowly- 

 

Chris: like that? 

 

Becca: Fuck yes! Pardon my french. 

 

Chris: keep saying that i don't give a shit 

 

-chris is soon all the way in. he holds onto becca's waist and fucks her 

slowly at first speeding up- 

 

Becca; Oh my god! Don't stop! 

 

-chris moans deep in his throat- 

 

-chris goes fast and hard gasping- 

 

-Becca is panting and her nails dig into him leaving nail marks- 

 

Chris: holy shit your are so tight and warm and damn............. fuck yes 

 

Chris: i'm gonna cum. i'm right there i'm right............. 

 



-Becca screams and cums her face flushed- 

 

-chris howls when he cums- 

 

-chris falls onto becca feeling satisfied- 

 

Chris: um....... 

 

Becca; yeah..... 

 

Becca: That was........... 

 

Chris: so good 

 

-chris pulls out throwing the very full condom away- 

 

Chris: holy crap i didn't know i had that much cum 

 

Becca; Let hope that thing didn't leak. Man those things are strong. 

 

Becca; You don't care I a screamer do you? 

 

Chris: i think i was like half wolf doing all of this becasue, well........... i 

love when you scream. 

 

Chris: i think the werewolf part of me is a romantic guy 

 



Becca; wow....and the human half is one horney bastard that i think 

I'm in love with. 

 

Chris: becasue i would ahve never done that before. i love both sides 

of me and i love you 

 

-chris pulls the blacnket over them. becca snuggles against his chest- 

 

Chris: i'm good huh? 

 

Becca; I dunno. I don't think I'll have anyone to comape you too. So I 

think yes you're good. 

 

Chris: if you sreamed then i'll agree with you. you were wonderful 

 

-chris shuts his eyes- 

 

Becca; Thanks. -snuggles closer and falls asleep- 

 

-downstairs- 

 

Brian; From the sounds of it Chris got that urge out of him. 

 

-levi heard the whole thing and was staring att he tv, watching 

simpsons, wide eyed- 

 

Levi: WHAT THE HELL WAS THAT CHRIS?! 



 

Levi: YOU HOWLED! 

 

Levi: DEAR GOD WAKE ME UP NOW! 

 

-levi shakes wrapping himself up in a blanket- 

 

-the next morning- 

 

Brian; Morning Christopher. How was mateing season? 

 

-levi said up all night playing video games and watching mvoies- 

 

Chris: you heard? 

 

Brian; Well Rebecca's porn goddess scream and your 

howling.....Thankfully none of the neighbors heard. 

 

Chris: what neighbors your surounded by trees. but yeah i feel 

satisfied 

 

-levi refuses to leave his room, still working on his novel- 

 

Brian: Expect that feeling to come at least once every couple months 

if not more often. 

 

Chris: becca will like it. hey where is levi? 



 

Brian: mewed away up to his heavans. 

 

Chris: he was scareming at me about howling. 

 

Brian: He heard too. 

 

-there is a knock at the door- 

 

Kevi: oepn the door cousin! 

 

Brian: And that will be them. -goes over and unlocks the door- 

 

Nick: come on aaron is anoying already 

 

Aaron: oh shut up 

 

Howie: hi brian how is everything? 

 

brian; Well other than my son being in complete denial and locking 

himself up in his room thinking it's all a dream I'm fine. Christopher 

you already know my cousin and the guys. 

 

Chris: hi, long time no see 

 

AJ: thats a good thing 

 



kevin; So Levi's not handleing this well. That's no suprise. You should 

have told him when he was younger. 

 

Brian; I know cousin. But it's water under the bridge. 

 

AJ: oh hello rebecca! 

 

-Becca comes down in a robe her hair is messed up with the just been 

fucked look- 

 

Becca; Hey guys. Aaron? Wow didn't think I'd see you again for a long 

time. 

 

Aaron; well I'm back. But it looks like i'm a bit to late. Chris already 

claimed you it seems. 

 

Chris: *growl* 

 

Aaron; Esay dude. One thing we need to work on agression. It's fine to 

want to protect your mate but you need to be careful not to lose 

control. 

 

Chris: sorry. i wanted that to be pulled off as a joke growl but it really 

didn't feel like a joke 

 

Aaron; It's normal. 

 



AJ: should we be getting Levi down here? just say the bboys are here. 

 

Brian; Yes. -goes up stairs- Levi! The guys are here! 

 

AJ: i'm his favorite of them all. i think he likes me mroe then he does 

his dad now 

 

Brain: probably. 

 

Levi: fuck you dad 

 

Brian: AJ since you're now the favorite please get my son out. 

 

-AJ goes up the stairs produly- 

 

-in one swif motion his kicks open the door- 

 

Levi: what the fuck 

 

AJ: aj is here! 

 

Kevin: Hey squirt! 

 

Levi; all fo you fuck off. i haven't woekn up yet 

 

-he continues to wrtie- 

 



Aaron: Coffee time! 

 

Levi: no seriosuly i'm still asleep. OUT! 

 

Kevin; You're not dreaming kid. 

 

-aj goes into his hlaf form. which is fangs and red eyes and claws. no 

wings or full body change- 

 

AJ: see this isn't make up 

 

-levi does look at them- 

 

Kevin; Shockingly. 

 

-they all go into half form except for Chris and Becca. Chris because 

he dosen't know how to go into full wolf form and Becca for obvoius 

reasons- 

 

Becca; And your clothes don't rip off you guys!? 

 

Levi: i was butt naked on the hospital floor becca. 

 

Becca: You were? 

 

-he looks at her tilting his head back over his desk talking upside 

down- 



 

Levi: uh huh. weird dream won't end 

 

-Kevin changes back- 

 

Kevin: Okay squirt. Here's and idea. go to sleep for a full day in 'dream 

land' time. if when you wake up and this si still here then you'll know 

it's not a dream. 

 

Levi: i can't sleep. i already tried all night last night 

 

Levi: just hav eto wait to wake up 

 

Kevin: This ain't a dream kid. ask me something that dreamland 

Kevin wouldn't know. 

 

Levi: dreamland kevin can know anything. its a dream and it is 

taking too dang long 

 

AJ; It's nota dream. You need to face it kid. 

 

Aaron; Come on seriously don't make me pinch you. 

 

Levi: leave the damn room now 

 

-he was gritting his teeth- 

 



-Aaron goes over and pinches Levi hard- 

 

Chris: I'm heading out for a bit. 

 

Brian; Okay.  

 

Becca; I'll go with. 

 

-they leave- 

 

Aaron; It hurt didn't it when I pinched you. That means it's not a 

dream! Levi you need to snap out of it! You need to face reailty and 

realize that this is real. you are a vampire. We're sorry we didn't tell 

you sooner about all this but we were all scared for you. I was scared 

when I learned i was a wearwolf. But belive me things will be okay. 

 

-levi's eyes feel wet- 

 

Levi: don't you have a werewolf to potty traine? 

 

-levi refused to accept the fact he was a vampire. nothing could 

change that- 

 

Aaron: Fine.be in denial. but sooner or later you're gping to have to 

face it. 

 

AJ: and feed ya know. if you wait, then you might just end up attcking 



someone and killing them. you have to feed daily, just a little blood, so 

you don't end up attcking a human. you can feed off of humans, but 

only a little. maybe a pint or two every week is all you need 

 

Nick: if you can do math that means you need four pints of blood a 

month -he whispers into levi's ear- that means death to one human if 

you wait! 

 

-levi hits nick in the face- 

 

Brian: Levi! 

 

Levi: leave. now. 

 

Kevin; here's an idea. even if you want to wake up from your dream at 

least train with us till you wake up. you won't oversleep I promise. 

 

Levi: LEAVE ME ALONE! 

 

-levi turns at them screaming. his wondow shatters- 

 

Kevin: Fine. lets go guys. He's going to have to figure this out on his 

own. 

 

AJ: do we have to leave? i wanted to go swimming! 

 

Kevin: I was gonna suggest that but it looks like the yard might be 



wearwolf territory for a bit. -points outside- 

 

Brian; Dear god. Aaron please tell me this is just a phase? 

 

Aaron; it'll keep going till Becca's on her period. 

 

Aaron: Besides you should see a whole pack like that. And at least 

you're not like nick. I'm related to him. 

 

Nick: what about me? 

 

Aaron: When I'm with my girlfriend you're always complaining about 

us. 

 

Nick: YOUR AS LOUD AS A TRIAN! HOW CAN I NOT COMPLAIN? 

 

-they are now downstairs. levi was writing- 

 

AJ: why don't we just send the lvoe birds to a room and we just take 

the pool by force. there is more of us anyways. 

 

Howie: Aaron shouldn't you be training Chris? 

 

aaron: sounds like fun. Chris is still pretty weak right now and yes I 

should be training him but he dissapeared before i could start. 

 

-a sound of howling- 



 

Nick: then go fucking train him! i'm already pissed about levi enough 

don't make me bite you 

 

Aaron: Okay. Sounds like they're finishing up. Shall we take over the 

pool? 

 

Nick: TRAIN CHRIS! 

 

-nick was angrya nd aaron was pissing him off- 

 

Kevin: Chill Nick. 

 

Nick: come on, we came here to traina nd the only one who can do 

that is aaron who i want out of my face 

 

-Aaron goes outside and comes back in dragging Chris behind him- 

 

Aaron: We'll be in the woods. 

 

Nick: thank you! 

 

-the five bboys go out to the pool. AJ jumps in naked- 

 

-Becca is laying on the grass still. She's wearing nothing but a grin- 

 

Nick: becca please dress. aj's naked too so.......... 



 

AJ: i'm not horny though and she is way to young! 

 

Becca: Huh? oh hi guys. -goes over and grabs her robe- 

 

Nick: you looks horny from up here 

 

AJ: ITS IS THE WATER REFLEXTION! -aj shuts his eyes yelling at 

nick who snickers- 

 

Nick: fine fine 

 

-nick jumps in only in his boxers- 

 

kevin: Shes taken too. Don't forget guys wearwolves get really 

defensive. 

 

Howie: just go in the pool -howie pushes kevin into the water- 

 

Becca: So with the others. should they know or should we keep them 

in the dark 

 

Becca: about Levi Chris and me I mean.... 

 

Howie: um... i'm not sure. as the king of vampires 

 

-kevin grabs howie's leg and yanks him into the pool as well- 



 

Kevin: Brian you're the king you should make the call on that. They're 

going to find out sooner or later. The trouble is do we want them to 

find out by accident or directly from us? 

 

Brian: They'll find out soon. We'll tell them tomorrow. It's a holiday so 

they should have time. 

 

Becca: Yeah. I think Joey has to help his dad with the family busniess 

but other than that they'll all probably be able to make it. 

 

-meanwhile- 

 

Aaron; Okay firt things first. you need to learn to control your 

transformation. 

 

Chris: hwo the hell do i do that? 

 

Aaron:  It takes time. But basically you need to keep your human side 

in charge when you change. essentially make sure that you don't lose 

control. eventually it'll before reflex for you and it'll be effortless. But 

the first few months it'll be hard resisting any and al urges of every 

kind. You already know that. 

 

Aaron: The biggest thing is that you really needto watch your 

emotions. You know how ever since you've become a wearwolf you've 

been more emotional and you react diffrently to certain things? 



 

-chris nods. he shuts his eyes and tries to tell his body to transform- 

 

Chris: it ain't workin' 

 

Aaron: It won't for a while. It'll happen soon don't worry. You'll know 

when it's gonna happen. Just make sure with your emotions that you 

don't get too pissed otherwise you'll totally lose control. 

 

-chris stays calm tell himself to tranform into a werewolf. his body 

tingles- 

 

Aaron: See. You're starting to get hairy now. 

 

Aaron: Now keep it up. You'll be in full wolf form soon. 

 

-chris can feel his animal side take over his mind and soon he is look 

at nick like an animal would, slighty himself- 

 

-Aaron transforms- 

 

Aaron: Now i know you can understand me so listen up. I want you to 

get your human side in charge. Command the animal side to be still. 

 

inner chris: sit animal side. 

 

inner animal: freak 



 

inner chris: i said sit! 

 

Aaron:  Be more commanding. Make sure you let it know that you're 

in charge. 

 

Aaron: as soon as you've gotten control over it it'll be easier for you 

next time you transform. 

 

inner chris: sit animal. i'm in charge here now sit! 

 

inner animal: i'll be good... your still a freak 

 

Chris: i feel more powerful now 

 

Aaron; okay. Now that we've got that taken care of we need to train 

you how to get food. Wearwolves need to eat raw meat. at least a 

pound a day. The stuff from the stores is okay but it's better for you to 

eat it freshly killed. It's forbidden by werewolf council to consume 

humans so usually we go after anumals. 

 

Chris: that would suck if i was a vegitrain 

 

-shris chuckles and it comes out a weird sound- 

 

aaron:  even worse for vegans. I knew one chick who got turned. Man 

that was messy. 



 

-aaron shows him how to hunt- 

 

Aaron; That's all I really need to show you right now. you can 

probably figure out the rest. Now lets change back and head home. -

changes back- 

 

-chris has a little problem with that but changes back fully- 

 

Aaron; We'll work on that later. It dos wear off eventually but you 

have ot will it to. 

 

Chris:w aht do i do about this extra hair that i ahte? -he rubs his 

mouth that is slighty hairy. his crotch felt scratchy too- 

 

Aaron; Just remeber to shave everyday. I know it's a pain but you get 

used to it. 

 

Chris: great 

 

-they head back- 

 

Aaron: so any questions comments concerns? 

 

Kevin: Hey guys. How'd training go? 

 

Chris: went well. i just need to sahve 



 

-he runs inside- 

 

-when he tries to open the bathroom door, however, it is locked- 

 

Aaron: He's doing good. Handleing it better than Levi anyways, If he 

dosen't come to his senses it'll be really bad. 

 

Chris: hey who is in here i need to shave! 

 

Levi: go the hell away 

 

Kevin; He's locked himself in there all day chris. Don't bother trying 

to get him out. 

 

Chris: he has his own bathroom though 

 

Brian: You can use the one in my room chris. 

 

Chris: hey where is becca? -he hears a high-pitched moan coming 

from the bathroom- becca you in there? 

 

Levi: go away chris! 

 

Becca; Help....-she sounds weak- 

 

Chris: what are you doing to her! open this damn door! 



 

-chris pounds on it trying to break it open- 

 

Levi: stop it chris you can't open the door 

 

Aaron; What's going on? 

 

Chris: elvi is in there and becca is in there too. i don't know what he is 

doing to her 

 

-chris keeps busting against the door- 

 

Aaron: You guys wanna explain? -he looks at the others- 

 

Inner Aaron; Please Chris don't lose control. 

 

Aaron; AJ? Howie? Anyone? Could you please give us some details? 

 

Nick: i think he's feeding chris. 

 

AJ: i don't think he'll kill her 

 

AJ: or he will i have no clue what i'm talking about 

 

Aaron: WHAT!? You guys do realizr that you've just made a huge 

mistake letting him feed off her! Chris could and probbly will lose 

control and all hell will break lose! 



 

Howie: WE DIDN'T KNOW HE WOULD FEED WE THOUGHT HE JUST 

LOCKED HIMSELF UP! 

 

-another moan is heard then a thump- 

 

Levi: wow....... 

 

Brian: we do realize that. But we also know he's probably not going to 

kill her. 

 

-chris keeps busting against the door and it soon flys open- 

 

Becca; Chris...Help me.... 

 

-inside becca is lying on the ground pale and staring at the ceiling, 

blood on ehr neck. elvi's fangs are still out and he is staring down at 

her- 

 

Levi: i took like two pints. i couldn't control myself at all chick 

 

Brian: Quickly. AJ get her the antidote for the venom! 

 

-levi licks his lips- 

 

Levi: what venom i didn't put any in her! 

 



Brian: We can't take any risks. 

 

Levi: that isn't how vampires work. if i put venom in her i would have 

bitten her and left her here 

 

-levi looks at chris who's eyes are goldish- 

 

Chris: you die now! 

 

Aaron: Calm down Chris! 

 

-suddenly chris changes into werewolf jumping at levi taking him out 

of the bathroom window- 

 

-Becca screams but it's weak- 

 

Aaron: Shit! I told him that he needed to keep his emotions under 

control! 

 

Brian: There's no time for that! We need to stop them from killing 

eachother! 

 

-levi suddenly changes into full vamp form attacking chris- 

 

-levi jumps at chris sneding them flying acorss the yard. chris rolls 

them over trying to break levi's neck with his paws- 

 



-the others go into full vamp/wolf form and get between them- 

 

-levi scarems at chris's face clawing his chest and kcicking him off of 

him acorss the yard. levi stands- 

 

Brian: ENOUGH BOTH OF YOU1 

 

-levi changes back panting and feeling weak- 

 

-levi's eyes roll into hsi head and he collapses- 

 

-Chris changes back deep gashes in his chest- 

 

-he had a alrge werewolf scratch in his back that was taking too long 

to heal- 

 

-chris's wasn't healing well either- 

 

Aaron: Shit. If only becca were standing. She could heal these guys in 

a snap. 

 

AJ: see what happens when we fight each other? our wounds towards 

each other take a very long time to heal conpared to others. we are 

the only ones who can kill each other! 

 

Leighanne: what is going on out here! 

 



-she runs outside- 

 

Aaron: Your son fed off Becca and pissed chirs off. They're not doing 

so hot. 

 

Leighanne: why is becca in the bathroom as pale as a ghost? who fed 

off of her! 

 

Leighanne: my son fed? i'm so proud! i mean... god damn it 

 

-leighanne can't help but smile- 

 

Leighanne: my son is accepting himself\! 

 

Aaron; More like he just couldn't resist hunger. Now we have three 

dying people. Leighanne get Becca down here. Make sure she stays 

awake. we need herto perform some healing spells. 

 

-leighanne goes inside. the guys carry chris and levi into the living 

room- 

 

Nick: you know you sound alot older than you really are. 

 

-nick is carrying levi- 

 

aaron: I just don't want my friends to die...wait you ment Levi didn't 

you. 



 

Becca; Unh.....What's going on?  

 

Nick: no i eamt you aaron. start acting your age and let the old man of 

the house play daddy 

 

-levi lies levi down ont he couch, back facing up- 

 

Aaron; Again I just don't want the kids who I used to play tag with 

when we were kids to die before me. You got her down Leighanne? 

 

Becca: What happened? -her voice is weak- Is Chris alright? 

 

Nick: lets just say levi and chris don't like each other very much 

 

Howie: becca we need to know what happened up there. tell us what 

happened with you and levi. start at the beginning 

 

-howie checks out her bite wound- 

 

Becca; I wassitting in my room trying on some of the clothes 

Leighanne let me borrow. I went into the bathroom because I 

neededto take a shower and bleach my hair to get te dye out. Before i 

could do that though I heard the door open and close. I turned around 

and Levi was standing there. Only he had this look in his eyes like a 

hungry beast. -c- 

 



AJ: maybe he didn't know you were in there 

 

Becca: He told me if I screamed he'd kill me and then he grabbed me 

and bit me. I  felt him sucking my blood out. Then I hear Chris come in 

and then the door opens then.....-she can't continue. Her eyes are 

filled with tears- please tell me he'll live. 

 

AJ: damn it levi. you have to do some magic spell and heal them 

BOTH! 

 

Becca; Okay...I don't know very much magic though. -she goes over to 

Levi and the wound heals after she recites some strage language she 

then does the same to Chris.- 

 

AJ: i don't think levi knew what he was doing. i warned him and he 

just... always the first feed is the worst. 

 

-levi groans opening his eyes- 

 

-Becca goes unconcious- 

 

Brian: I think that healingspell took alot out of her. 

 

Levi: ugh what happened? how did i get down here? i was in my 

bedroom! 

 

Brian: You fed off your friend and nearly got killed by another. 



 

Aaron: The moral of that story is keep your hands off Chri's girl. 

 

Levi: i sort of rememebr seeing beck in the bathroom, and chris 

jumping at me 

 

Kevin; According to Becca you kinda went crazy. And when Chris saw 

her on the floor he got angry and lost control. One thing you need to 

remeber. Don't feed of a wearwolfs mate. 

 

Levi: i didn't know what i was doing. i just wanted blood............. 

 

-levi is in tears- 

 

Levi: i really don't want to be a vampire 

 

-levi's clothes are shredded- 

 

Brian; None of us wanted to be son. Christopher didn't want to be a 

wearwolf. But it's not our choice. 

 

Levi: this sucks 

 

kevin; I know. 

 

-levi stands up walking upstairs slowly- 

 



-the net day their friends all come over. bboys and aaron are still 

there too- 

 

Jc: AJ long time no see man! 

 

Justin: Hey Howie! Ready for that rematch? 

 

Lance; Hey where's Levi? 

 

-levi and aaron were outside playing basketball- 

 

AJ: outside with aaron 

 

Lance: Okay. -he goes out- 

 

Jc: sweet he's here too? awsome 

 

-aaron slam dunks and levi pouts- 

 

Levi: you still lsoe man 

 

-Becca and Chris are on the couch makeing out- 

 

Lance; How about two against one? 

 

Levi: lance you suck at bball 

 



Lance: yeah. I'll give Aaron a disadvantage. 

 

Levi: either way aaron loses 

 

-levi tosses the ball to aaron- 

 

Levi: you two play i want to see juju! 

 

-levi runs inside jumping justin- 

 

-Lance sighs- 

 

Inner Lance; I was gonna ask him out. 

 

Justin: oof! Geeze Levi you fat cow1 

 

Levi: i am not i've just gained moremuscle 

 

-levi kisses jusitn's cheek- 

 

Levi: smoochy smoochy 

 

justin; I'm not into you Levi. Try blondie there. 

 

-levi gets off justin's back- 

 

Levi: i am not kissing nick 



 

Nick: someone say my name? 

 

justin; I'm talking the one with green eyes and wants to be a 

cosmonaut! 

 

Levi: WHY DOES EVERYONE KEEP SAYING THAT? Seriously who 

would want to date Lance Bass? 

 

-lance heard that cleary- 

 

Lance: I would! 

 

-levi goes into the kitchen laughing- 

 

-Becca has a towel on her head- 

 

Levi: seriously lance bass is pathedic i ain't dating him 

 

-lance heard that too- 

 

-Lance looks sad- 

 

-levi chugs some water- 

 

-aaron notinces lance's frown- 

 



Aaron; Don't let him get you down. He's just a dick head. 

 

Levi: i heard that you twit! 

 

Aaron; Well it's true. 

 

-levi shakes his head. he goes back intot eh backyard watching the 

bball game- 

 

Levi: i'm gonna go swimming 

 

-levi strips naked and jumps into the pool- 

 

Kevin; So Becca do we get to see the new dye job soon? 

 

Leighanne: that boy of mine............... he's gonna be the death of me. 

come on becca take off the towel 

 

-Lance stares at Levi's ass- 

 

-Becca removes the towel revealing platinum blond hair- 

 

Leighanne: you better not be staring at her brian 

 

-she galres at her husband- 

 

Brian: She's wearing something modest for once. And besides I only 



have eyes for you. And even if I didn't I don't want Christopher killing 

me. 

 

-aaron whispers something into lance's ear. he nods and they go over 

ot the pool, stripping naked tooa nd diving in- 

 

Levi: hey what are you - RAPE! 

 

-they swarm him in the pool- 

 

Brian: Serves you right! 

 

lance; Gotcha! -grabs him- 

 

Levi: SAVE ME SUPERMAN! 

 

Justin; Joey's not gonna be here for a few more minutes. 

 

Aaron; Good. More fun with this guy. 

 

Levi: AHHHHHHHHHHG! 

 

-lance presses again his front and aaron presses against levi's back- 

 

Levi: BUTT RAPE! 

 

Lance; And front rape! -leans over and whispers- I'm not gonna hurt 



you. 

 

Levi: bull shit you aren't SAVE ME! 

 

-levi tries to swim under but lance and aaron press tighter against 

him- 

 

-no one goes o him- 

 

Brian: You've had this coming at you for some time levi. 

 

Levi: IF I WAS REALLY BEING RAPED YOU GUYS WOULDN'T GIVE A 

FUCK, YOU'D PROBABLY VIDEO TAPE IT! aaron i am telling your 

girlfriend your bi 

 

Aaron: She already knows. 

 

Levi: i'll tell her your cheating on her with me 

 

Aaron; You know she won't belive it. 

 

-aaron and lance grind against levi who whimpers- 

 

Levi: i'm between liking this and hating this 

 

Lance; And I'm loveing it. Hey wann go out som time? 

 



Levi: LANCE BASS YOU ARE UGLY AS HELL AND IF YOU KEEP 

GRABING MY DICK I WILL KICK YOUR ASS! 

 

-levi galres lance in the face fully- 

 

-Lance stopps and backs up- 

 

Levi: BOTH OF YOU STOP TOUCHING ME! 

 

-Aaron gets off- 

 

-levi swims out of the pool fully enraged- 

 

-Lance gets out of the pool and gets dressed going inside- 

 

Inner Lance; I won't cry I won't cry. 

 

-levi puts a towle around his waist- 

 

Levi: freakin' dumb ass thinks he can just touch my dicka dn ask me 

on a fuckin date 

 

-he goes inside getting glares all around- 

 

Aaron: How else was he going to get you to pay atention. 

 

Lance; Brian Leighanne. I'm sorry. I think i'm gonna go home now. 



 

Inner Lance; I wil NOT CRY! 

 

Brian: It's alright Lance. He's just going through a rough spot right 

now. juststay here for a short time. After Joey arrives. 

 

Justin: So on a diffrent note when did you two become an item? -

lokking at Chris and Becca- 

 

Becca; Recently. 

 

-levi wants to scare the crap out of everyone, who keeps glaring at 

him- 

 

levi: i dare you all to keep glaring 

 

-doorbell rings- 

 

Brian; That's probably joey. 

 

-goes over and opens door- 

 

Joey; HALLO EVERYONE1 

 

Levi: fuck off joe 

 

Justin; Dude what are you smokeing? 



 

-leighanne slaps her son's head- 

 

joey; nothing. and what the hell is your problem? 

 

Levi: i wish i was smokin', what was that for? 

 

Lieghanne: say your sorry 

 

Levi: sorry joe 

 

joey; It's cool. 

 

Levi: i eman go fuck your self man 

 

-levi goes intot eh kitchen grumbling- 

 

Joey; Seriously what the fuck is his problem? This isn't like him? 

 

-levi transforms into hsi half vampire form and walks back out- 

 

Levi: DO YOU THINK THIS IS LIKE ME?! 

 

-the guys are all WTF!?- 

 

Brian: Everyone stay calm and sit down. There's a reason that we 

called you here today. 



 

Levi: do you think this is anything like levi taylor litteral?! 

 

-levi changes into his full form- 

 

Levi: i think not 

 

Brian: Levi go back into human form and sit down. 

 

Levi: no 

 

-levi crosses his arms dropping his towel. he doesn't have a dick in 

this form- 

 

Brian: -after everyone has sat down- there's some things you kids 

needto know. 

 

-its like he is wearing tights over hsiemlf- 

 

-he explains eveything.- 

 

Levi: you know just like my freakin' story. apprently i didn't know i 

was sensing it all 

 

Joey; It would explain a few things. Like the incedent at the 

bookstore. 

 



Justin: so what now? 

 

Levi: those books can really mkae a bump on your head 

 

Brian; now you all have to swear to secrecy. 

 

Levi: all of you line up and one at a time i'll feed off of you 

 

Lance; i won't tell. 

 

Brian: No. 

 

-levi goes back into human form. he picks up his towel covering 

hsimelf up again- 

 

Joey; I won't tell. 

 

Jc: me neither. 

 

Justin; It's not like anyone would belive us anyways. 

 

Brian; Good. 

 

Levi: good?! how is any of this good?! 

 

inner levi: i had to yell at my best friend when he asked me out 

becasue in my book vampires are forbidden to date humans, and my 



book is always right 

 

Brian: Levi we're sorry we didn't tell you. I know waht the laws of 

vampire states. 

 

lance; Huh? 

 

Levi: vampires and humans are forbidden to have realtionships 

beyong friends 

 

-levi says it softly- 

 

Lance; Then turn me into one. 

 

Levi: werewolves can do what ever the hell they can do and HELL NO 

BASS! HELL NO! 

 

Lance; I love you Levi. I'd do anything for you. 

 

Levi: why can't vampire sna dhumans date and werewolves can do 

whatever the fuck they want? 

 

-levi glares at chris and aaron- 

 

Aaron: Don't get mad at us! 

 

Levi: dad who mades these laws int eh first place? 



 

Brian: It wasdecided at the dawn of our species when we first 

emerged. Back when Vampires an Lycans were at constant war. The 

reason that Wearwolves can still have human lovers is because they 

are able to be with them in that sense without killing them. When 

vampires and humans go beyond friends the human is at high risk of 

being killed. 

 

Levi: i am not turning you into a vampire. i told you lance i think your 

ugly and don't want you touching me. besides, i was sad at the fact i 

can't be with juju here 

 

-Lance storms out of the house- 

 

-levi puts his arm around justin0 

 

Levi: its a shame we can't date justin 

 

Justin; levi you dick! Get off me! I don't love you and Lance is in love 

with you and you're too selfish to see past your own selfish needs! 

You won't even give him a chance! -wrenches himself away from Levi 

and leaves- 

 

inner levi: i love alnce too much. i'd rather him think i'd never love 

him then have him stuck being a vampire like me. 

 

Levi: oh you can all just go fuck yourselves 



 

-levi goes back outside into the pool- 

 

AJ: I chose to be a vampire you know. 

 

Nick: your single man! 

 

-Becca is crying and Chris looks pissed. they all go upstairs- 

 

AJ: I am now. My girlfriend died. 

 

-levi tries to drown himself but finds he can hold his breath froever, 

no bloodt to hold onto oxegyn with- 

 

Levi: god dman it -says it underwater- 

 

AJ: Remember Angel? Back when we all were changed? 

 

Aaron: Wasn't it that Angel chick? Back when you were all changed? 

 

AJ: yeah, lets not talk about it okay? i regret getting changed. i really 

do. 

 

-meanwhile justin chases after lance- 

 

Kevin: I don't. Getting changed was the best thing that ever happened 

to me. 



 

AJ: yeah becasue you won't die which SUCKS! 

 

Kevin; I'll die. It's inevitable. We all will. If not from age it'll be 

something else. Stray wearwolf you never know. besides I'm happy. 

Remeber we brought this on ourselves. 

 

AJ: yeah yeah yeah 

 

-one week later they area ll at school- 

 

Levi:we can still be friends right Lance? 

 

Becca; Finally the last week of school. 

 

Levi: i just don't want to date your ugly ass 

 

Lance: I guess. -you can tell he's been crying- 

 

-levi hurt inside but he could damn well hide it- 

 

Levi: what about us justin? i've been joking about us every since you 

made it clear you were straight. you just never took the damn jokes 

 

Levi: i have a crush on you and flirt, but i know you'll never want to 

be more than friends 

 



Justin: Sure. Friends I'm okay with. -justin was also good at hideing 

his emotions. he's still pissed at Levi- 

 

-levi smiles- 

 

Levi: i want some blood, i mean milk -he girns going into the cafiteria- 

 

Chris: I need more meat. -grabs his lunch out of his bag. raw 

hamburger- 

 

-levi comes out of the cafiteria with milk, chocolate milk- 

 

Levi: i'm still full of blood from beck 

 

Becca: Don't remind me. I'm pale enough as it is without you draining 

me. 

 

Levi: a pint can alst you a week 

 

-Becca watches Chris scarf down the meat- 

 

Levi: a pint a day keeps the vampires away. or something of the sort 

 

Joey; Wow. 

 

Levi: get it? cause if the vampire has a pint its full and............... oh 

never mind. i've seen aaron eat more chris! 



 

Becca; He had an entire cow yesterday. 

 

Jc: i still can't beleive becca's been right this whole time 

 

Becca: Hahahahahaha! In your faces1 

 

Jc: scares me to death. and your not wearing make upa nd slutty 

clothes anymore! 

 

Becca; I'm still pretty right? -she says it in a creepy voice- 

 

Chris: at least not around you guys -he grins- 

 

Becca; Only Chris get to see me naked now. 

 

Jc: who says witches are ugly? 

 

Becca; Good boy. -pats his head- I'm really learning alot from Nina. 

Leighanne is also helping me. 

 

-levi suddenly goes greena nd throws up intot eh nearest trash can- 

 

Joey: Human food not good for you anymore? 

 

Levi: no i forgot vampires don't drink milk. at least i wasn't a big 

drinker before 



 

-levi throws his bottle awaya nd sits back up. jc gasps- 

 

Becca; How can anyone stand the stuff? It's nasty. 

 

Jc: dude blood is like.............. 

 

-levi touches his lips seeing blood- 

 

Levi: must have pucked up beck's blood. 

 

-Becca shudders- 

 

-levi looks intot he trash can seeing a mizture of blood and milk- 

 

Levi: i wonder if i can still eat it? 

 

Becca: You don't get to feed off me ever again. 

 

-levi lciks his lips swallowing up the blood in his mouth- 

 

Levi: but i love O blood 

 

Becca; I don't care you still don't get any. Ask one of the guys. 

 

Levi: nah in like a day i might need it 

 



Becca; Go to a blood bank I'm not letting you drink mine. 

 

Levi: joey you willing to volenture? i'll rub your cock while i do it 

 

Joey; The cock rubbing I'm not into but sure you can have some. But 

not while people are watching. You don't want your cover blown. 

 

Levi: but i vant to drink your blood and vank other people vant to do 

it too 

 

Joey; Har har. You can have my blood but no touchy my dick. 

 

-levi grabs his bag- 

 

justin: Same here. 

 

Levi: jc your bi 

 

Becca; I'm sure he'd share. 

 

Jc: sounds like fun 

 

-he smiles but he seems to be falling alseep- 

 

Levi: later val! -he goes to the librarby- 

 

Becca; Jc wake up! 



 

-She nudges him before kissing Chris and going to one daycare center 

in the school that she works at- 

 

Justin: Jc are you okay? 

 

Jc: just tired man. 

 

Joey; Okay. 

 

-a scream is heard- 

 

Justin: was that Becca? 

 

Levi: beck? 

 

-he drops his bag running towards the scream really fcukin fast- 

 

-Becca is being tackled by two guys and a third guy is looking at her 

evily- 

 

Levi: get off of her you dicks! 

 

Joey; Chris don't get pissed man but some guys are trying to have 

their way with your girlfriend. 

 

Chris: what?! 



 

-he runs- 

 

Joey: I'm gonna follow. You stay with C juju. 

 

-he runs after Chris- 

 

-levi changes into half vamp form jumping on one the guys and 

throwing them down the hall- 

 

-levi is tackled by a four guy face slammed into the ground- 

 

-he goes back to normal- 

 

Levi: get off of me. beck you okay?! 

 

Becca: They tried too.....-she gets up crying- 

 

-chris runs down the hall falling down to all fours. joey stops thinking 

that might not be smart- 

 

Joey: Dude don't transform in here! 

 

-levi kicks the fourth guy down the hall- 

 

-chris sends the two guys on beck down the hall flying. levi stands up 

rubbing his face- 



 

Guy 3: dude he had fangs. what the fuck? 

 

-Becca hugs Chris who's glaring at all of them- 

 

Guy 2: that guy run down the hall on all fours 

 

Levi: you better run for it boys 

 

-levi changes into full vamp scaring them shitless- 

 

-they run and levi changes back before the hall is flooded with people- 

 

Becca; We should get out of here. 

 

-joey gasps at the knife stuck deep into levi's back- 

 

-levi turns around grinning- 

 

Levi: scared them off didn't i? 

 

Becca; Oh my god are you okay? 

 

Levi: never better why? 

 

Joey; That's pretty impressive? 

 



Girl in crowd: dude there is a knife in your back! 

 

-levi looks at the ground, seeing blood dripping from his back- 

 

Becca: We're getting him to the nurse don't worry! -she leads Chris 

and Levi to the nurse- 

 

Girl 2: omg levi litteral got stabbed! 

 

Levi: i don't feel it beck i'm fine 

 

-there is a trail of blood downt he hall- 

 

Becca: -in whisper- Don't let thm know that1 We can't blow our cover! 

 

Levi: oh right. OW GET THIS FUCKIN KNIFE OUT OF ME DAMN IT! 

 

Levi whisper: that better? 

 

becca: -whisper: Yeah justkeep it up till we get you home. -normal 

voice- Just keep calm! We'll get you to the nurse! 

 

Levi: OW IT HURTS SO MUCH! 

 

-they got through the cafeteria dragging Justin and jc with them 

outside- 

 



-they get to the nurse. Lance is already there- 

 

Levi: OWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOWOW 

 

Becca: Juila! Levi needs help! -she closes door- 

 

Julia: Alright Levi jkust take the knife out. 

 

Levi: OWOWOWOW - wait what? 

 

-levi walks over ot her- 

 

Becca: Julia is a witch too. 

 

Levi: got it 

 

-levi rips the knife out his face going pained- 

 

Julia: I'll perform a healing spell to close the wound and then I'll let 

you have a couple blood packs. 

 

Levi: MOTHER FUCKER THAT ONE DID HURT! -the winodws in the 

office shatter from hsis cream- 

 

Levi: no its healing on its own 

 

Julia; We'll say that was gang activity. 



 

-levi takes off his shirt looking int he mirror. the large wound closes 

up- 

 

Levi: i'd fix those windows though 

 

-Julia goes and gets some blood packs- 

 

julia: Rebecca is you'd take care of that for me. 

 

-Becca rpaires the windows- 

 

Levi;s orry but that damn knife did hurt -levi looks at the blade- 

pulling it out though i didn't even feel it going in 

 

Julia: it will. 

 

-levi takes a blood pack- 

 

Levi: can i have a straw? 

 

Julia: You alright Chris? 

 

Chris: i'm fine just glad becca's okay 

 

Julia; here -hands levi a straw- 

 



-levi shoves the straw into the pack and drinks it all up really fast 

some of it dribbling on his face- 

 

Julia: Typical defense that males have. You would have sensed that 

she was in trouble within a few seconds anyways. 

 

Becca; So why is Lance here? 

 

Julia; Playing hookey on class and supposed stomach ache. 

 

Levi: i actually felt the dude's jump her but was too intuned with the 

book in the library 

 

Levi: stomach ache man? 

 

Lance: I think something I ate didn't agree with me. 

 

Levi: puke it up 

 

Julia; Taht or your so stressed your stomach acids are buring you. 

 

Levi: beck i'm really sorry when i heard those guys jump you i should 

ahve done something. i take after my dad on sensing these things 

 

Lance; must you figure me out all the time Julia? 

 

Becca: It's okay. 



 

Levi: i want to know how many epople knew julia was a witch before 

just now? 

 

Becca: I found out yesterday. 

 

Joey; I think the rest of us were clueless until now. 

 

Levi: good cause i would ahve been real pissed if i was in the dark 

again 

 

Levi: and lance what stress do you have? 

 

Lance: I just don't feel good. 

 

Levi: like i said puke 

 

Levi: have some blood 

 

-offers a blook pack- 

 

Lance; I'm not a vampire levi. That won't work on me. 

 

Levi: fine more for me 

 

-levi tries to open one of the pakcs but then it blows up all over him- 

 



Lance: ew 

 

Levi: dude i look like i just got shot! 

 

-levi licks his arms- 

 

Levi: looks like i'm going to ahve to strip 

 

-Lance closes his eyes- 

 

-levi strips all of his clothes off they find something on his chest- 

 

Julia: That's odd. 

 

Becca; What is it? 

 

Levi: what is what? 

 

Becca: That thing on your chest. 

 

Levi: my chest? 

 

Joey; Yeah. 

 

-levi looks at himself in the mirror finding the same symbol that was 

on the knife he was stabbed with: a litteral bite mark on his chest- 

 



Levi: thats what was on the knife 

 

-levi touches the bite and it burns him- 

 

Juila: Let me see it. 

 

Levi: WTF? 

 

-levi hands her the knife- 

 

Julia: It can't be....-she looks at them- It's a slayers knife. 

 

Levi: its a what? 

 

Levi: why does it burn when i touch it? 

 

Julia: it's laced with wearwolfs venoms. Slayes collect venom from 

thier foes after they've killed them. 

 

Levi: is that my chest is turning black? 

 

-the bite mark turns black, spreading across his chest- 

 

Julia: Hold still I'm giving you the antidote! 

 

-she injects him- 

 



Levi: ow! 

 

-his chest goes back to normal- 

 

Julia: It would appear that Rebecca was just bait. Those boys wanted 

you dead. 

 

Levi: wow that hurt. it flet like my entire chest was like disinigrating 

and i couldn't breath. why do they want me dead? 

 

Levi:w ait is it because of the fact i'm Prince? 

 

-levi digs through chris's gym back stealing a pair of boxers putting 

them on- 

 

Julia: I don't know. Slayers are said to have died out. The rest signed 

a pact wit hthe vampires and wearwolves. 

 

-Joey looks in Chris's Gym bag- 

 

Joey: Totally off topic Chris but why is there a pair of Becca's 

underware in your bag along with oh my god....is that a needle? 

 

Levi: so thats was poked me when i dug through there 

 

-there is a tiny dart in his bag. thye can just barely see the liquid in it- 

 



Julia: Someone also wanted Chris dead too. That's vampire venom. 

 

Levi: a dart? full of what? 

 

Levi: oh... I'M A VAMPRIE SO........ 

 

-levi takes the dart shoving it into his hand- 

 

Levi; there that takes care of that! 

 

Julia: Be gald Summertime is coming. I suggest you all go into 

hideing. Someone or many peole want you dead. 

 

Levi: i want to know how do you kill a witch? 

 

Julia: Any way you can kill a human. Though slayers are fond of 

burning ua at the stake. 

 

Levi: well we'll know when they want to kill beck then 

 

-levi bowers chris's gym clothes for the day- 

 

Becca: I'm scared. 

 

Levi: okay chris and i are goig to like head home for the day 

 

Levi:y uo guys watch beck. i hav eot talk to daddya nd mommy about 



this 

 

Julia: All of you should head home. Lock the doors. 

 

Levi: okay then 

 

Lance: Waht about you? 

 

-levi walks out heading into the library to grab his bag. alnce follows 

him- 

 

Julia: I'm going to warn the witches and warlocks council about this. 

 

-they all go- 

 

Levi: Lance i need to know something like now 

 

Lance :What? 

 

-levi puts his bag on his back- 

 

Levi: why were you not feeling good? seriously i know somethins up 

 

-they head outside- 

 

Lance: I really don't want to talk about it. 

 



Levi:t ell me lance 

 

-levi elans against a wall look at lance- 

 

Lance: Rejection and being called ugly don't help. I'm going home. -he 

gets in his car and drives off- 

 

-levi stays by the wall- 

 

-he digs through his bag to find something then whimpers hwen 

something pokes him- 

 

Levi: what the-? 

 

-he pulls his hand out finding a dart in his hand, liquid GONE- 

 

Levi: maybe they thought this was chris's bag 

 

-levi pulls it out heading to his car- 

 

-he reaches his house where the others are too- 

 

Levi: dad did you hear? 

 

Levi: someone wants me dead! 

 

brian: You're not the only one. Thier have been several more attacks 



and attemted killing of various members of the vampire, lycan, and 

witch, councils and thier families. The slayers have broken thier pact. 

 

Levi: goody goody goody 

 

-Becca is crying- 

 

-levi takes off chris's shirt hating the sweat that was on it being on 

him- 

 

Becca: They got Nina. 

 

Levi: ah shit not again dad! 

 

Levi: damn it that dart was the flipping werewolf venom, and i 

thought it was vampire for chris just mixed up 

 

-the bite mark is on his chest again- 

 

Brian: What!? Leighanne! Get the anti venom now! 

 

-the bite goes black again- 

 

Levi: i'm like- once you go black you never go back huh? 

 

-levi stands there waiting while he can't breath and his chest is black- 

 



Leighanne: here it is 

 

-leighanne shoves it into levi's gut- 

 

Levi: watch it - ow! 

 

-his chest goes back- 

 

Levi: thank you mommy 

 

Brian: Okay everyone inside and stay there. Now! 

 

Leighanne: god honey did you see the men who stab you? 

 

Levi: they just looked like teenagers. i didn't even feel the knife go in 

me and if i didn't take off het shirt i'd be dead right now 

 

-they go inside and lock the doors. jc justin joey and lance were over 

their too just because- 

 

Brian: Everyone in the living room and we can talk this over more. 

 

-they go and levi sits down, rubbing his chest- 

 

Becca: I recognized the to guys. 

 

Levi: who were they? 



 

-levi is watching lance- 

 

Becca; Logan and Jacob. 

 

Levi: who? 

 

Joey; You mean those two twins that are really obnoxious? 

 

Levi: ah crap THEM! 

 

Levi: they've hated me since i came out of the closet 

 

Brian: What are their last names? 

 

Levi: taylorson 

 

Levi: the assholes 

 

-levi is still staring at lance- 

 

Brian: Figures. They're from the one slayer family that was against 

the pact. 

 

Becca; So you're saying this is a cou? 

 

Levi: in my book the pact was made 500 years ago. their family can 



be huge now! 

 

Brian: Exactly. They were a small weak clan when that pact was 

made. They've probably been bideing thier time before chooseing now 

to go against the pact. 

 

Jc: this si scary. are they going to attack us too? 

 

Brian; Likely. They'll want you boys for information. 

 

-jc gulps- 

 

Levi: who is the king of each clan dad? 

 

Brian; The king of that clan is some old codger. I think His name is 

Alphonse. There are five primary clans that are the largest and most 

powerful. Each of their leaders are about your age. The kings of those 

clans are Jacob Wilmont, Brian Mawler, Ron Grayson, Abel Night, 

and Haley Maddison.  

 

Brian: yes one of their 'kings' is a queen. 

 

Brian; The taylorsons are low ranking. 

 

Levi: and your the leader of the vampire clan? 

 

Brian; Yes. 



 

Levi: dad explain this better. who is king of each clan specificly? don't 

make me guess which clan they belong to! 

 

Brian: The Slayers have clans. Thier are many of them butthe ones 

you really need to know are the Nights who are lead by Abel, The 

Maddisons who are lead by Haley, The mawlers who are lead by 

Bryan yes our names are the same, and the Wlimonts who are lead by 

Jacob. the Taylorsons are lead by Alphonse. 

 

Brian; Better? 

 

Levi: now i get it. so who is the king of the witches/warlocks, 

werewolves? 

 

Levi: or queen 

 

Brian: The witches are goverened by a council currently. Whevere 

they have no leader they form one until one can be found. And the 

Lycans are ruled by an old queen. You know her as Reyna. 

 

Levi: what do you mean by a council currently? was their elader 

killed? 

 

Brian; Yes. In a car crash many years ago. She left behind her only 

daughter. 

 



Levi: who is her daughter.................... 

 

-bboys and aaron come upstairs- 

 

Brian; Rebecca. 

 

Nick: i remember that day when she died. it was so horrible. you see 

she would ahve survived but the thing in somone injected her with 

vampire venom at the hospital she was at 

 

Levi: you mean.... Beck is a queen? 

 

-Becca looks stunned. Tears running down her face. You can tell she's 

remembering it- 

 

Brian: Only if she decides to take the throne. 

 

Becca; I remember at the hospital...She was smileing telling me not to 

cry...And I.... 

 

Brian: It's alright. 

 

-chris holds her close- 

 

Chris: its gonna be okay baby. don't owrry 

 

Brian; When they inspected the car they found that soneone had 



tampered at bit with it's functions. no doubt the taylorsons makeing a 

futile effort to weaken the witches and warlocks from the inside out. 

But they'll be alright. They have allies includeing us. But the Lycans 

might need help. Reyna is dying. She won't be around much longer 

I'm afraid. 

 

Levi: who will take her palce? she has a family right? 

 

Brian; No. Her mate died a long time ago. 

 

Brian; The Lycans will find a leader on thier own. 

 

-levi stands up pacing the room- 

 

Levi: so when a leader dies thats when the find a new or or do they 

sometimes are replaced by demand or because the person is stepping 

down 

 

Brian; yes. 

 

Levi: just trying to get my developing brain to understand this all. 

 

Brian; It's alot for one day 

 

Levi: now what are you going to do about this problem? 

 

Levi: cause i would enjoy living for another hundred years or so 



 

Brian: First I'm going to contact all the other slayer clans to assure 

that they are still remaining true to the pact. No doubt if they are 

then they'll be sending thier own assains to take care of the 

Taylorsons. Then I'm sending out our troups to rally our human allies 

and fight back. The taylorsons are weak and thier only advantage is 

numbers. 

 

Levi: what do you want us to do? 

 

Brian: Stay here and stay put.  

 

Levi: dad are you leaving? 

 

Brian: Yes. I need to help. Levi if I die then you will be the new king. 

That's why it's inperative that you stay alive. 

 

Levi: that helps me a ton dad 

 

-leighanne opens the door- 

 

Brian: I know it's not much hel pbut still. 

 

-her and brian fly out- 

 

Levi: bye! 

 



-the bsb guys have already left- 

 

-he shuts the front door locking it- 

 

Joey; so what now? 

 

Levi: well aaron what are you gonna do? 

 

Aaron; Chances are Queen Reyna has already sent out the Lycan 

armies. I'm going to go and see if they'res anything I can do. Chris you 

stay here. 

 

Chris: i'm not leaving becca even if you wanted me to leave 

 

Aaron: Good. Cause not only are you her boyfriend but you're also 

body guard to the heiress to the throne of the witches/Warlocks and 

the hier to the vampires. 

 

-aaron goes out the back door transforming and running off into the 

woods- 

 

Becca; Well that's lovely. 

 

Levi: THANKS FOR THE NEWS DUDE! 

 

Joey; We're totally fucked aren't we. 

 



-levi goes over to the front window shutting the curtains. he locks the 

back drools shutting them as well- 

 

Levi: stay positive everyone 

 

-levi is walking around in shorts and no t-shirt still- 

 

Levi: a thunderstorm is coming this way. i'm heading outside and 

getting some wood 

 

Joey: I'll do it. You stay inside  

 

Levi: no i will 

 

Joey; Aright. 

 

-levi goes outside- 

 

-it begins to rain alreadya nd they wait for levi to return- 

 

-he comes running in soaking wet but with firewood that is covered 

with a cloth- 

 

Becca; You're soaked. 

 

Levi: at least is dry -he lcoks and covers the door- 

 



joey; I'll light it. 

 

-he begins to make fire- 

 

Lance; i'll get started on dinner. 

 

Levi: i'll help 

 

-he goes into the kitchen with lance- 

 

Levi: what do you want to make lance? 

 

-Becca goes upstairs and flops on her bed- 

 

Lance; Anything. 

 

-chris goes after her- 

 

Levi: well we can make stew. it will be ready around 6 when it should 

be 

 

Lance; Alright. I'll keep so we can eat it more than one night if this 

goes on for longer than we expected. 

 

-levi starts to pulls out everything and is spun around by lance who is 

staring at him- 

 



Levi: what? 

 

lance; It's nothing. Should we put meat in it or no? 

 

Levi: meat, for chris 

 

Lance: That's right. 

 

-levi stares at lance- 

 

-Lance goes to the fridge and gets some ingedients out- 

 

Inner Lance; Why did I do that. He's not going to do it anyways. 

 

-jc justin and joey are in front of the fire- 

 

Justin: Shouldn't we do something to help too? 

 

Jc: i'm just staying here 

 

Joey: There's not much we can do really. 

 

-levi is STILL shirtless- 

 

Lance; Hey Levi? 

 

Levi: yes? 



 

Lance; If tonight turns out to be our night? What do you think you'll 

reget the most? If anything? 

 

Levi: i think it would be........................ not accepting that date you 

offered 

 

-levi stirs the meat- 

 

Lance; Really? -cuts meat.- Mine would have been not realizeing that 

I can't be with you. 

 

-lance puts the rest of the meat in the pot and levi hsuts the lid 

looking at lance- 

 

Lance:What? 

 

Levi: we can't be thinking we are gonna die. we aren't, we are safe and 

nothing is going to happen. 

 

-levi kisses lance hard going into the other room- 

 

Levi: i need to shower 

 

inner levi: damn his lips felt good 

 

Joey; From the sound of upstairs Chris and Becca are living like 



today's thier last day. 

 

Justin; You mean Chris is getting.... 

 

Joey: Yup. 

 

-in the shower levi stands under the spray thinking about lance... the 

one person he shouldn't be thinking about. it was forbidden and the 

penalty was death. it said so in his book- 

 

Levi: i can't change him i don't want him to change.................... he 

can't change 

 

Inner Lance; I want to be with him so bad. I'll do anything to be with 

him. Even if it means changeing into a vampire. 

 

-that night after dinner everyone is sitting in front of the fireplace- 

 

Levi: i hope my dad and mom are still alive 

 

Levi: i hope kevin nick aaron howie aj are alive 

 

Becca; I hope that this war ends soon. 

 

-the house rattles- 

 

Levi: what was that? 



 

Chris; WHAT THE HeLL!? 

 

Jc: aftershock?! 

 

Levi: aftershook of what! 

 

-the house rattles again- 

 

Joey; The one before that! 

 

Levi: everyone stay 

 

-levi runs upstaors, he is in his pjs- 

 

Becca; Chris I can't tell you this enough. I love you. If we die I want 

you to know that. 

 

Joey: Stop thinking like that! 

 

Chris: we aren't going to die but i love you so much baby 

 

-levi searches the room and the house shakes violetly again- 

 

Levi: please be an earthquake 

 

-levi looks out the window, finding a mass crowd werewolves and 



vampires- 

 

Levi: um... 

 

-Becca is crying and curls up in a ball- 

 

Vampire: Prince Levi? 

 

Levi: maybe... 

 

Vampire: Prince Levi we are at your command. 

 

Levi: what? 

 

Werewolf: your father has be kidnapped. you in charge now 

 

Levi: what do you mean? 

 

Werewolf: we are at your service my leige 

 

Levi: oh. um.... hold on a second okay? 

 

-levi runs downstairs through the living room- 

 

Levi: there is an army surrounding my house 

 

Jc: we are gonna die! 



 

Becca; Brian and Leighanne aren't dead are they? 

 

Levi: no my dad was kidnapped and my mom..... no clue. i'm in charge 

of the army now. 

 

Levi: heh i'm in charge. funny huh? 

 

Chris; Not really. What happened to the wolf queen? 

 

-levi opens the backdoor to find many MNAY werewolves and 

vampires- 

 

Werewolf: she died today 

 

Chris; Wow.... 

 

Levi: what am i supose to dow tih all fo you? 

 

Vampire: your father was able to get this out to me before his 

disappearnece 

 

-levi is handed a piece of paper. he reads it- 

 

Becca: Can you tell me what's going on with the witches? 

 

Levi: the calns have signs a treaty to asign and leader of all the clans. 



 

Levi: and my dad was elected and well he ain't here 

 

Levi: I'M KING OF ALLT HE FREAKIN' CLANS?! 

 

Vampire: until your father is found yes 

 

Lance; Looks like it. 

 

Becca; And the other wiccas? Are they still alive for the most part? 

 

Vampire: there are many alive, but something terrible has happened. 

all of the slayer calns have betrayed us and are planning a war 

against us. they kidnapped your father and mother and we have no 

clue where they are taken 

 

Lance; I can't belive this. 

 

-aaron runs out of the crowd- 

 

Aaron: they have my brother and ther est of the group taken as well! 

 

Levi: ah shit not now i'm still in highschool i only got my pwoers like a 

week ago i can't do this! 

 

Vampire: i am your fathers top general for the vampire army. 

 



Becca: Oh god. 

 

Werewolf: i am the top general of the lycan army 

 

Joey: I seriously need to call Kelly. 

 

Vampire: the wickens clan are meeting up as we speak. we need your 

oders sir 

 

-levi stood there wide eyed- 

 

-levi whipsers to lance- Levi: what am i supose to do now? 

 

Lance; Fight those sons of bitches and get your dad back. 

 

Levi: sounds okay 

 

-levi transforms into his full vamp flying above the army- 

 

Levi: liten up.... uh... eveyrone 

 

-they all silence and look up- 

 

Levi: i am not good at this. only like a week ago have i discovered who 

i am and learned about all of this. my paretns thoguht it was humana 

nd kept me in the dark my entire life. but i've been writing a book and 

have alot of information on all of you so just give me a break if i sound 



i little... stupid 

 

Levi: we need to repare to go to war. i need lots of anti-venom created 

nad stored up so we can save those who are hit. i need a few vampire 

messenger to take a messege to the wickans! 

 

Vamp: I will m'lord! 

 

Levi: go to where they are meeting and tell them we need all of the 

anti-venom possible made and stored for the fight. i also need their 

generals to meet me........ um........ at the top of that hill right over 

there. 

 

inner levi: i need a battle plan and i hate wars! 

 

Levi: go messenger! 

 

-the vamp nods and runs off- 

 

Levi: um, vamp generala dn werewolf general go tot eh hill. do you 

know where the battle is planed? 

 

Vampire: we believe it is over the hills int eh valley 

 

Levi: okay meet me at the top of the hill with whatever palns my 

father already gave. 

 



-they nod and get to it- 

 

Levi: everyone else.... prepare for battle! 

 

-lots of howls and roars and scares and other stuff- 

 

Becca; What about us? 

 

-levi lands on the ground- 

 

Levi: becca i am making you medical general. i need another vampire! 

 

Vampy: Oh memememe! 

 

Levi: take rebecca to where the wickans are and tell them i am 

putting ehr in charge of the medcical team. rebecca i need healers,a 

nd shit load of anti-venom prepared. think you can handle all of that? 

 

Becca; Yeah. -goes over to Chris and kisses him- In case we don't see 

each other again. -the vamp and her go- 

 

Levi: chris you and aaron head outa nd prepare for battle. i need you 

two for it 

 

Aaron: Okay. 

 

Chris: alright. 



 

-chris transforms and goes with aaron- 

 

Jc: now what do us HUMANS do? 

 

Lance: Umm. 

 

Levi: i need a rescue mission but you aren't vampires or werewolfs or 

witches. 

 

Lance; That means we could infiltrate. 

 

Levi: once the battle starts i need to go ina nd rescuse the captives 

 

Justin: Got it! 

 

Levi: holy shit yes you are a genius lance! 

 

-levi changes back kissing alnce ahrd- 

 

Lance: I try. 

 

Levi: yes. i need you guys to pretend to be slayers. i'll give you 

something to comunicate with me and go in and try to find where 

they all captives are 

 

Joey: Alright. 



 

Levi: at that time i'll need you gusy to help them out and tell them i 

said that you are to start attcking the slayers fromt he inside. kill kill 

killa nd get your damn butts out alive 

 

Jc: sweet can i ahve a gun? 

 

Joey: Okay. 

 

lance; I hope god fogives us for this. 

 

Levi: joey your the bigger of you four, you head it 

 

God: YEs! Now get to it! 

 

Levi: lets see what i can find for you 

 

-they head intot eh crowd and levi gets the suited- 

 

Joey: Anything pointy I'll take. 

 

Vampire: we were feeding of several slayers that are over there 

 

Levi: guys get their clothes and weapons and dress as them 

 

Levi: dear god if you get any venom in you inject this into yuor 

system. if you don't, you'll turn into what ever it is you got hit with 



 

Joey: Okay. 

 

-levi gives them all three things of anti-venom each- 

 

Levi: and if you let ourself change i will kill you myself 

 

Inner Lance: Shit. 

 

Levi: but if you get changed on accident, inject the venom if you get 

hit witht eh OPPOSITE venom 

 

Levi: now rest up and here come the generals 

 

-they rest up- 

 

-levi rubs his face falling to the ground- 

 

Levi: god why me? 

 

God: CAUSE IT'S FUN NOW SHUT UP! 

 

-levi transforms and flys to the mountain where the generals are- 

 

Levi: hi people 

 

Vamps/Wearwolves: Hi. 



 

Levi: okay so what do we have planned? 

 

-levi looks at what they have written out. they plan an attack that 

everyone is in human form with swords and guns and everything. 

when commanded they will transform and cast spells and kick ass- 

 

Vampire: the army is getting close sir. they will be here by dawn i 

believe 

 

Levi: we'll be ready 

 

-levi moves the teams to the valley along the west side- 

 

Levi: now we wait 

 

-then mike appears out of thin air- 

 

-the wikcans and vampires and werewolves rest. rebecca comes back 

witht he medical team- 

 

Levi: mike? 

 

Mike: Rebecca is here with the medical team. we have several teams 

of magial snipers at various positions. We also have several asassins 

takeing care of slayers from behind enymy lines. 

 



Levi: thats good, i think 

 

-levi is staring out into the valley- 

 

Levi: mike? 

 

Mike: Yes? 

 

Levi: how are the captives ont eh ememy side? are they killing any or 

what 

 

Mike: From what our spies have told us the captives are alive. they're 

not killing them butthey are touruteing some. trying to get 

information out of them. 

 

Levi: my father and friends are some of them. i have a team of four 

humans whoa re going ina nd going to set them free, then they will 

attck from that side of the ememy 

 

Levi: i just don't want to lose my aprents. i'm too young to be king 

 

Mike: Alright. I'lltell our spies to be on alert. 

 

-levi nods- 

 

Mike: Like Becca is too young to be queen. 

 



Levi: yeah but she wasn't in the dark like i was now was she? 

 

-levi thinks about something- 

 

Mike: We intended to keep her in the dark but she was born curious 

and wanting to know more. Her mothers genes played a part too. 

 

Levi: Mike? 

 

Mike: yes? 

 

Levi: i'm putting you in charge of the medical team. have rebecca and 

the four humans to come meet me in my tean immediatly 

 

-levi runs to his tent- 

 

Mike: Yes. Becca! Meet Levi now! 

 

Becca; Yes. 

 

-he finds some vampires munching on two slayers and he asks for 

them they are given up- 

 

-the guys and beck find levi in the tent striping two of the slayers- 

 

Becca: you wanted to speak with us? 

 



Levi: me and beck are going back there wiht you. everything is set 

upa nd i put my fathers head general in cahrge of the fight and mike 

in charge of the medical team 

 

-levi throws slayer clothing at beck- 

 

Levi: we can easily hide as slayers in human form 

 

Levi: wait crap i need chris beck you dress and go find him 

 

Levi: he might be with aaron. they are going into battle 

 

Becca; Why him? They'll know he's a Lycna. 

 

Levi: face amsks freak 

 

-Becca cringes at the thought of him in battle and quickly dresses 

running out to find him- 

 

-levi strips himself dressing as the slayer- 

 

-he attches the weapons and puts ont he mask hiding his face- 

 

-She comes back a few minutes later with Chris- 

 

Levi: some vampires are feeding off of slyers. chris go find one and 

say you need the clothes 



 

-levi takes off his mask staring at it- 

 

Chris: Got it. -he goes then comes back changed- 

 

Levi: i can't beleive this is all ahppeneing 

 

Justin: Lets do this. 

 

-levi goes out and transforms for a second flying above the army- 

 

Levi: listen up army! 

 

Levi: i know this battle will be messy. we will lose people and save 

people. i'm going behind ememy lines to save my father. i'm putting 

my fathers head general in charge until i am able to return, if ever! i 

wish you all the best of luck, and do be god-like out there. 

 

-levi lands ont he ground transforming back. a few people say good 

luck. all of them are in human form for the start of the battle then 

half way through they will go full form- 

 

Levi: let us go 

 

-he puts on his mask and runs in the pitch black night with beck 

behind him and the five guys behind her- 

 



-and girl- 

 

-at the slayer base- 

 

Guard: Halt! Who goes there? 

 

Inner Becca; What are we gonna do? 

 

Levi: were assasins. we need to refill! 

 

Guard: Alright. But hurry. 

 

-they runs past- 

 

Justin: So do we split up? 

 

-they get isnide the building- 

 

Levi: no. we stay together. last thing i need is to find you guys 

captives too 

 

Lance; So how do we search the place? I mean seriously the place is 

huge and your parents could be anywhere. 

 

-levi shuts his eyes. his mind was litteraly scanning the area- 

 

-he sees a vampire being dragged down a hall and he open shis mind- 



 

Levi: this way! 

 

-he runs down a hall- 

 

Joey; okay. -they follow- 

 

-he turns down a few then stops at the corner- 

 

Levi: shush! 

 

-Becca and the others nod- 

 

-he looks aorund. the vampire is unconiuos and changes back- 

 

Levi: its nick 

 

Inner Lance: Oh god. 

 

-levi scans the halls- 

 

-he watches as the slayer drags nick down the hall and around a 

corner- 

 

Levi: come on 

 

Becca; What should we do? 



 

-levi walks downt eh hall looking into the tourtue chamber. inside was 

a table and many sharp instrments and a few people isndie talking- 

 

Levi: beck have a spell that can knock them out? 

 

Becca: Sure. Force push. It should knock them against the wall and at 

least stun them. 

 

Levi: go for it 

 

-levi watches the halls carfully- 

 

-Becca emerges- 

 

Slayer: Hlat. Who are you and state your busniess1 

 

Becca; I'm here with a message from Lord Night. 

 

Slayer: Alright. Come forward. 

 

inner levi: good thing my dad told me everyone's name 

 

-Becca comes forward and the slayers gather around her. All of the 

sudden the air feels charged with energy which is released all at once 

upon the slayers who are thrown against the walls and knocked 

unconscious.- 



 

Levi: sweet 

 

-he goes into the room starting to look through things- 

 

Levi: come on grab a shard instrument really sharp ya know? 

 

Becca; Right. 

 

Chris; I got claws. 

 

Joey; oooh shiney! -picks up a large axe like weapon- 

 

Levi: no transforming chris! get a sharp object! 

 

-levi grabs a sword- 

 

Chris; Fine. –grabs some gloves with claws on them- 

 

Chris: fine 

 

Justin: Cool wolverine. 

 

-he grabs a sword too- 

 

-JUSTIN is the one who grabs the claws- 

 



-they soon have instruments and they leaves the room fallowing the 

slayer downt he hall- 

 

Levi: come on 

 

-they walks downt he hall slowly. they can hear some woman crying- 

 

Woman: pelase not him 

 

Becca: Leighanne. 

 

Slayer: shut up 

 

-levi gasps as they grabs his unconscious father out of the chamber- 

 

Levi: this is personal 

 

Levi: hey slayer! 

 

-he jumps out from around the comer- 

 

Slayer: What! Why are you here private!@? 

 

Levi: you dropped this! 

 

-levi throws the sword and it goes through the slayers chest- 

 



Levi: bad aim 

 

-levi walks over- 

 

Slayer: Guh.....-his eyes go wide and he coughs up blood before falling 

to the ground dead- 

 

-levi pulls out the word cutting of the guy's head- 

 

Levi: hey is everyone okay in there? 

 

-looks into the room- 

 

Kevin:  Just dandy. 

 

Levi: guys come on! 

 

-waves his friend over. levi goes over to his dad- 

 

Levi: dad, you okay please tell me your okay! 

 

Lance; Don't worry we'll get you out. 

 

Brian: Son?.... 

 

Levi: yeah its me 

 



-levi rips off his mask- 

 

Levi: come on stand we'll get you out of here 

 

Brian; Good to see you're alive. 

 

Levi: no matter how much they try 

 

-levi helps his dad to his feet- 

 

Brian; Are we winning or losing? 

 

Levi: dont know. i made it so that the army would go in humans and 

when teh time was right transform 

 

Brian: Very wise. 

 

Levi: i came here so i can help you guys out of here. became eprsonal 

when they had you and mom and the guys 

 

-Becca gets the lock on the door open andthey let the others out- 

 

Becca: Glad I stayed up reading on lock smith spells. 

 

Levi: i want to know why can't you uys change? 

 

Kevin: They have certain areas here designed so our powers don't 



owk. 

 

Levi: that doesn't make sense 

 

Kevin: no time to explain. We just need to get out of here. 

 

Levi: oh i get it its like magic. come on 

 

-levi walks down the hall checking the halls- 

 

Levi: its clear 

 

-they run down until they gt back to close to the entrance/exit- 

 

Joey: What now? 

 

-its is openned and alot slayers are there- 

 

Levi: um we either un or attck 

 

Kevin: I need the exercise! 

 

-behind them you can see the battle ranging on, human against 

human- 

 

Levi: they ahven't changed yet 

 



Becca: Someone need to send the signal! 

 

Slayer: No I'm afraid that won't be hapening. 

 

Levi: are we making it hard for you out there? 

 

Slayer: Not really. It's almost a game. -you ca ntel he's lying- 

 

Levi: we are kicking your asses 

 

-levi walks up to him crossing his arms- 

 

Slayer: Kill them. -the slayers attack- 

 

-levi attcks the head slayer- 

 

Levi: i will kick your ass for kidnapping my friends and family! 

 

Becca: That's it! -she causes a fireball to come out of the sky sending 

several slayers flying- 

 

Justin: Chris I think it might be okay for you to change now! 

 

Slayer; I'd like to see you try. 

 

-levi goes into full vamp forma nd rips off the slayers head- 

 



-and that was the end of him- 

 

-levi gasps- 

 

Levi: oh no............. 

 

-he looks down seeing a kinife in him- 

 

Levi: shit. i need to get outside 

 

lance; Crap! Levi! I have some anti venom1 

 

-levi rips out the knife flying into the sky- 

 

Levi: i need to send the signal! 

 

-levi gets high in the sky and screasm really loud- 

 

Lance: If you die I'll kick your ass1 

 

Vamp: its the signal! change now! 

 

-vampires and werewolves apear everywhere riping head off- 

 

-medic run out with anri-venom ready- 

 

medics 



 

-levi lands on the ground and is attcked by serveral slayers 

 

-witches and warlocks are shooting out spells left right and center- 

 

-he kills them all but was stabed alot. his chest was fully black now 

and he falls tot he ground- 

 

-Mike runs up with anti venom- 

 

Mike: Hold on Levi! -injects him- 

 

Levi: hello mike 

 

-levi gasps and stands up. he is full human- 

 

Mike: Are they okay? 

 

Levi: you think we are winning the fight? 

 

Mike: yes. With the head slayers all dead the rest of them are loseing 

hope. Thier numbers are dwindleing and some of them are deserting. 

 

-levi goes into full vamp and begins to KICK ASS along with the 

others- 

 

-lance thoguht it stabed with a vampire vemon knife- 



 

Levi: LANCE! 

 

Lance: Damn! 

 

-he runs to him grabbing some ani-ventom- 

 

Levi:a t lest is was your leg 

 

Levi: this needle won't feel to good 

 

-levi is about to inject him- 

 

-but lance stops him- 

 

Levi: lance? 

 

Lance: I know you don't want me to do this but from the looks of it you 

guys need al the help you can get. And if that means being a vampire 

then I'm fine with it. 

 

Levi: but i.... 

 

Lance: Let me do this Levi. This is my choice. 

 

-levi sighs and drops the needle- 

 



-he carries him to a tent- 

 

-levi carries lance to a tent- 

 

Levi: he was stabbing in the leg 

 

Lance; Don't worry I'm going to be okay. 

 

Levi: still its a leg wound. 

 

-the nurses bind his leg- 

 

Levi: don't treat him with anti-venom. watch him because he'll be 

changing soon 

 

Nurse: Right. 

 

-lance was already going pale.... er- 

 

-they strap Lance down- 

 

Levi: its going to be okay lance. just don't be denil about it 

 

Lance: Fat chance. 

 

-levi runs out of the tent joining the fight again- 

 



-a few hours later- 

 

Levi: its done 

 

Mike; We've won. 

 

-levi falls to his knees. his friend are all still standing- 

 

Levi: dad? mom? 

 

Brian; Yes? 

 

Leighanne: right here 

 

Levi: please do not get kidnapped again 

 

Brian: We'll try not to.  

 

Levi: man being king of ALL clans was a big job 

 

Justin; At least next time it won't be because of slayers. 

 

Brian; Now you know how I feel. 

 

Levi: why did they make you king of all clans anyways? 

 

Brian: We knew there was safety in numbers. And I guess everyone 



trusted me enough to make me be their leader. 

 

Levi; did you ever think that once your gone I will take your place? 

 

Brian; Yes. A few times. 

 

-levi stands up looking around. many had fallen- 

 

Levi: damn this place is bloody 

 

Brian: Yes. Thankfully the humans won't remember it. 

 

Levi: except for them 

 

Kevin; Except for you guys of course. 

 

Becca: So what now? 

 

Levi: so beck you going to take your mom's place? 

 

Becca: I don't know. 

 

Levi: and who will be the new lycan leader? 

 

Aaron: We're still working on that. 

 

-levi nods- 



 

Levi: now the biggest question of all.... 

 

Justin: yeah? 

 

Levi: where is Lance? 

 

Joey: He's in the tent. He's just finished transforming. 

 

Levi: man i still wish.... 

 

-levi rubs his face- 

 

Brian: He made his choice. 

 

Levi: i should go to him. 

 

-levi walks over to the tent- 

 

Levi: Lance? 

 

Lance: yeah? 

 

-levi walks over seeing lance still strapped down- 

 

Levi: i think we can unstrap you now 

 



lance: yeah. 

 

-the nurses come over and unstrap him- 

 

Lance; We won didn't we. 

 

-levi motions for the nurse to leave- 

 

-they go- 

 

Levi: yeah we did. you missed the last few hours of it ya know 

 

Lance; too bad. 

 

Levi: Lance i'm really sorry i told you your were a sumb ass and ungly 

and all that crap. i shouldn't have said it 

 

Lance: I understand You were trying to protect me. 

 

Levi: i've been flirting with justin, even if all fun, and i never really 

paid attention to you 

 

Lance; Again it's okay. 

 

-levi covers his face with his hands- 

 

Levi: how long have you loved me? 



 

Lance; Now that i think about it I think I always loved you. 

 

Levi: and i just never even looked at you like that. always justin, and i 

knew we would have nothing 

 

-levi looks at lance, closely this time- 

 

Levi: you are hot 

 

Levi: and i wish i took that date offer when you were grinding against 

my dick 

 

Lance: I was kinda pushing it though. 

 

Levi: i liked it! i just freaked out when you asked me out because then 

was when i remembered the rule 

 

Lance; Well that rule dosen't apply anymore so... 

 

-levi leans in kissing lance softly- 

 

Lance: Dinner at my place wednesday? 

 

Levi: totally. i wonder what all fo your parents are worring about you 

guys? 

 



Lance; I called them and told them that I was staying at your place for 

a couple days. 

 

Levi: and they agreed?! 

 

Lance: They like you. 

 

-well brian and leighanne stepped down as king and queen- 

 

-and levi took their place, with lance at his side. aaron was called as 

king of the lycans and becca took her place as queen of the wickans- 

 

-levi and lance got married and lived FOR A REALLY FUCKIN LONG 

TIME- 

 

-chris and becca married, had a kid, and when becca passed away 

many MANY years later at like age 123 chris died as well and their 

daughter took her place- 

 

-levi and lance adopted.... and they were twins. one was a werewolf 

and the other a vampire- 

 

-joey married and had greats kids, same as justin- 

 

-jc became a music producer and singer and songwriter with levi- 

 

-lance was their manger- 



 

-joey and justin became actors- 

 

-becca and chris became writers- 

 

-levi's novel was published and it was as big as twilight. IT WAS AMDE 

INTO A MOVIE and Justin and joey played their own roles..... but no 

knew that except for the clans- 

 

THE END! 

 

EL FIN! 


